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ABSTRACT 

Infrared upconverters constructed in the past were not prac

tical because they had low quantum conversion efficiency and/or small 

spectral bandwidth. We breadboarded an upconverter that has high con

version efficiency and a broad spectral response in the 4-Mm spectral 

region. The practicality of the infrared upconversion technique is 

demonstrated by applying the breadboarded upconverter to the infrared 

detection of astronomical objects. 

An expression that theoretically predicts the quantum conver

sion efficiency of the upconversion process is derived from Maxwell's 

equations. Excess noise, phase-matching, spectral bandwidth, field of 

view, and the walkoff effect are also theoretically treated. The 

"Gaussian beam effect," which has not previously been discussed in the 

literature, is also considered. The effect can result in less than 

100% quantum conversion efficiency at the onset of "overconversion." 

The main components of the experimental setup--the pump laser, 

the upconverter itself, and the visible light detector--are discussed. 

The pump laser used with the upconverter (ruby or Nd:YAG) was designed 

and built specifically for this experiment. It includes a number of 

innovations, the most significant of which is an optical contact 

approach to laser rod support. The upconverter incorporates two inno

vations. One is the use of lithium iodate as the nonlinear medium, 

the other is a laser pump light feedback technique that considerably 

enhances the conversion efficiency of the upconversion process. 

x 



xi 

Laboratory experimental results for the ruby and Nd:YAG ver

sions of the pump laser are presented. The performance of the pump 

laser is an order of magnitude better than previously reported for 

solid state lasers in terms of efficiency in the generation of low 

order transverse mode energy. Laboratory experiments with a ruby 

laser pumped version of the upconverter demonstrated "overconversion" 

for the first time. Theoretical calculation and quantitative measure

ment with the ruby-pumped upconverter indicates that 75% ± 25% quantum= 

conversion of polarized infrared radiation into visible radiation was 

achieved. The spectral bandwidth was 25 K. 

Experiments with a Nd:YAG laser pumped version of the upcon

verter led to the discovery of a noncritical frequency phase-matching 

condition for lithium iodate. Phase-matched upconversion occurs simul

taneously between 3.2 ym and 5.0 vim. This 1.8-ym broad spectral band

width is the largest ever reported for the upconversion process. (Based 

on this achievement, we propose to construct an innovative "upconverter 

spectrometer" that will take advantage of the frequency coding inherent 

in the upconversion process and the very large spectral bandwidth of a 

lithium iodate upconverter.) The experimental conversion efficiency 

achieved with the Nd:YAG pumped upconverter was on the order of 1%, and 

the limiting excess noise appeared to be the room temperature background 

radiation in the field of view of the upconverter. Photon counting 

statistics indicate that the variance of upconverted photons is not 

representative of a Poisson distribution. 



xii 

Astronomical tests were performed at the coud6 focus of the 

Steward Observatory 90-in. reflector using the Nd:YAG laser pumped 

upconverter because of its duty cycle, spectral bandwidth advantage. 

For the first time astronomical objects were successfully detected by 

an infrared upconverter. A comparison of the upconverter performance 

with the performance of a standard infrared astronomical system indi

cates that the characterization of the upconverter is valid. The upcon

verter characteristics during the astronomical observations were a 

1.8-ym spectral bandwidth, 3.3° field of view, and a system quantum 

conversion efficiency of approximately 10"5. A system quantum conver

sion efficiency of approximately 10"2 is believed the best achievable 

by our upconverter when optimized for astronomical observation. 

The results of this study suggest that the upconversion process 

may have practical application as an "upconverter spectrometer" and as 

an infrared image detector. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

In infrared upconversion infrared photons are converted to 

photons of higher frequency. The technique is based on a nonlinear 

optical effect that takes place in a nonlinear medium in the presence 

of an intense radiation field. This intense field can be produced by 

laser radiation in or near the visible region of the spectrum. If a 

signal field is present in the nonlinear medium besides the intense 

pump field, sum and difference frequencies are generated. Figuratively 

speaking, a laser pump photon of frequency combines with a signal 

photon of frequency to produce a photon of frequency vr = vp + vs 

(sum) or = vp ~ vs (difference). For reasons to be discussed later, 

the generation of the sum frequency is preferred and can be more effi

ciently generated than the difference frequency. Figure 1.1 sche

matically depicts the upconversion process. 

Pump frequency 

Nonlinear medium 

Sum (v = v + v ) or 
r p s J  

Vp photons 

Signal frequency 

Nonlinear medium 

Sum (v = v + v ) or 
r p s J  

Vp photons 

Signal frequency 

Nonlinear medium 
difference (v, = v - v ) 

d p s 
frequency photons 

v photons 

Nonlinear medium 
difference (v, = v - v ) 

d p s 
frequency photons 

Fig. 1.1. Schematic Diagram of the Upconversion Process. 
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Upconversion of infrared (ir) quanta to visible quanta has been 

considered an attractive ir detection technique ever since nonlinear 

optics came into existence. Ultimately, the upconversion process re

sults in the detection of the presence of the ir signal by the superior 

detectors available for the visible spectral region. However, little 

practical progress has been made with this promising approach because 

upconverters constructed in the past have had low quantum efficiency 

and/or narrow spectral bandwidth. It was the goal of our research 

program to demonstrate that these difficulties can be overcome with a 

practical device. 

Noise performance is one of the basic considerations in the 

evaluation of an ir detector. Theoretically, the upconverter rates 

several orders of magnitude better than standard ir detectors in this 

respect, if no excess noise is generated. However, with cryogenically 

cooled ir detectors, internal noise is not of overriding importance 

since the blackbody radiation in their field of view is the dominant 

noise source. For this reason, application of the more complicated 

and expensive upconverter to most broadband photometric problems would 

not be justified. However, the high sensitivity of the upconverter 

can be achieved without cryogenic cooling. This may in some cases 

warrant the use of an upconverter for a broadband photometric problem. 

Since v = v + v and the spectral bandwidth of the laser 
r p s 1 

pump is on the order of 1 X, frequency coding is preserved by the up

conversion process. Also, it is possible to upconvert a broad ir 
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spectral region simultaneously, hence upconversion enables the obtain-

ment of ir spectra with a standard image tube spectrograph. This inno

vative "upconverter spectrometer" would provide an alternative to the 

use of Fourier transform or scanning grating spectroscopic methods. 

The superior sensitivity of the upconverter would then be capitalized 

upon. 

Upconversion of an entire ir image into the visible is an 

even more significant advantage of the technique. Detection of the 

upconverted image with a low-light-level television camera should 

provide considerably improved ir image detection sensitivity over 

presently used techniques. This is the ultimate practical application 

of the upconverter. 

Chapter 2 of this dissertation describes the state of upcon

verter development as found at the beginning of this research. Chapter 

3 develops the theory of upconversion to a point where it can be com

pared with experimental results. Chapter 4 treats the many practical 

factors involved in the successful operation of an upconverter. Spe

cial attention is given to the description of a pump light feedback 

technique that considerably improves the quantum efficiency of the 

upconversion process. Chapter 5 presents experimental laboratory re

sults. Most significant among them is the achievement of quantum con

version efficiency much higher than previously reported. The 

experimental results also suggest the practicality of the upconverter 

spectrometer. Chapter 6 describes successful astronomical tests of 



the upconverter. These results are the first ir detections of astro

nomical objects by an upconverter. They demonstrate that ir upconver-

sion is no longer restricted to laboratory use, and they point the way 

for the process to become a practical ir detection technique. 



CHAPTER 2 

HISTORICAL REVIEW 

Experimental demonstration of upconversion was among the many-

major breakthroughs that resulted from the opening of the field of 

nonlinear optics by P. Franken and his group at Michigan in 1961. Only 

months after Franken's report of the second harmonic generation of ruby 

laser light,1 upconversion was demonstrated by his group.2 Following 

much experimental work, a notable example of which was the upconversion 

of incoherent thermal light by Smith and Braslau,3 upconversion and 

other parametric processes were analyzed theoretically by Armstrong et 

al.4 and Louisell, Yariv, and Siegman.5 

After a gap of four years Johnson and Duardo,6 using a high-

energy Q-switched ruby laser pump, reported upconversion of weak sig

nals in the near ir with a quantum conversion efficiency of approxi

mately 1%. In 1967 Midwinter and Warner7 used a Q-switched ruby laser 

pump for an upconverter that they operated as a scanning ir spectro

photometer. It had a spectral bandwidth of 17 X and could be tuned 

from 1.69 ym to 1.75 ym by varying the temperature of their nonlinear 

crystal. Thus, with a conversion efficiency of approximately 1% they 

measured the spectrum of a high-pressure mercury arc lamp without the 

aid of a grating or prism spectrometer. 

Midwinter8 in 1968 demonstrated the upconversion of a non

coherent image to the visible with a narrow spectral bandwidth that 

5 
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that could be wavelength-tuned from 1.5 ym to 2.7 ym. The spatial 

resolution achieved was 50 lines in a 60-mrad field. This limited 

resolution was due to the multitransverse modes of his ruby laser 

pump, which produced 0.5 W average power at a 50 pulse per second 

(PPS) rate. The conversion efficiency was only 10"7. At about the 

same time, Gampel and Johnson9 reported the continuous wave (cw) upcon-

version of images. They reported a sensitivity of 10"19 W per resolu

tion element and a spatial resolution of 70 lines per inch. The ir 

images were mercury lamp illuminated in the 1-ym to 1.5-ym spectral 

region, or laser illuminated by a 1-mW, 1.15-ym He-Ne laser. The 

laser pump was a 300-mW Nd:YAG system. 

In 1968 Warner10 demonstrated photomultiplier detection of a 

45-mW CO2 laser with a conversion efficiency of 10"6 using a 20-mJ 

ruby laser pump. The spectral bandwidth was 540 R. centered at 10.6 ym. 

During image upconversion experiments with the same device, Warner11 

measured a spatial resolution of 20 lines across a 300-mrad field of 

view. This was a factor of 7.5 less than the theoretical limit due 

to the multitransverse modes of his pump laser. Also in 1968, the 

principles of noncritical phase-matching in frequency and angle were 

discovered.12'13 Midwinter14 demonstrated upconversion with large 

acceptance angle and broad spectral bandwidth using a Nd:YAG laser 

pump. He achieved a 200-mrad field of view and a 0.7-ym spectral band

width centered at 3.5-ym wavelength. In 1969 a series of theoretical 

papers appeared by Firester15*16>17 dealing with image upconversion 
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and experimental confirmations of his theory. Chiou and Pace18 later 

demonstrated a 10.6-pm image upconverter where the spatial resolution 

was limited by diffraction. Recently, Smith19 has constructed a wave

length tunable, narrowband upconverter that is argon laser pumped. 

The cw conversion efficiency is 10_tt. 

This brings the historical review up to the time this research 

was started. While previous work had established the basic principles 

of ir upconversion, it had failed to demonstrate its usefulness as a 

practical ir detection technique. Upconversion had not been success

fully applied to even the simplest astronomical problem. The major 

difficulty, as apparent from this historical review, is either the 

lack of high conversion efficiency, the lack of a broad enough spectral 

bandwidth, or both. Given the state of the art, development of a 

broadband upconverter with a conversion efficiency on the order of 10% 

appeared to be the necessary next step. Infrared detection of astro

nomical sources was set as a goal. This would demonstrate that an 

upconverter can be used as a practical ir detector and therefore would 

provide a significant advance in the state of the art. 

Albeit ir image detection is an ultimate goal to be achieved 

by upconversion, it was not attempted for this early phase of the re

search. To be practical, it must be achieved with moderate spatial 

resolution and conversion efficiency. Since the requirements of 

spatial resolution run counter to those of conversion efficiency for a 

diffraction-limited image upconverter, the more modest goals set forth 

above were deemed the correct ones to pursue. 
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In this dissertation the achievement of approximately 100% 

quantum conversion efficiency by a laboratory upconverter is first 

described. However, this high efficiency upconverter had narrow 

spectral bandwidth and a low duty cycle because it was pumped by a 

ruby laser. It was therefore not suitable for the detection of cw 

thermal ir astronomical sources. Techniques developed on the ruby 

laser pumped system were subsequently applied to a Nd:YAG laser pumped 

version of the upconverter. This system proved to have very broad 

spectral bandwidth and adequate conversion efficiency. It success

fully detected astronomical objects at the coudd focus of the Steward 

Observatory 90-in. telescope located on Kitt Peak. 



CHAPTER 3 

THEORY 

This chapter provides a theoretical basis for the work. Sec

tion 3.1 starts with Maxwell's equations which explicitly include a 

nonlinear polarization term. A nonlinear form of the wave equation is 

derived for which a solution is found that expresses the photon flux 

of the sum (resultant) frequency radiation. The important question 

of excess noise in the upconversion process is treated in section 3.2. 

The master equations for upconversion, which were developed in the pre

vious section, are manipulated so that the possibility of excess noise 

in the process is seen to be excluded by the principle of conservation 

of energy. However, second-order effects are discussed that could 

result in excess noise. An expression for the quantum conversion 

efficiency of the upconversion process is derived in section 3.3. It 

permits the efficiency of the upconverter to be predicted for specific 

physical constants of the nonlinear medium and the electric field 

strength of the laser pump in the medium. The effect (called the 

Gaussian beam effect) on the quantum conversion efficiency of the 

Gaussian spherical wave nature of the laser pump field is also dis

cussed. The necessity for phase-matching is established in the first 

section of this chapter. Section 3.4 describes how phase-matching is 

achieved. A theoretical basis for the spectral bandwidth and field of 

view of the upconverter (factors related to phase-matching) is 

9 
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established in the following section. The walkoff effect is briefly 

discussed in the final section of this chapter. 

3.1. Photon Production at the Resultant Frequency, uy 

We begin by deriving an expression for the photon flux per 

unit area at the upconverted resultant frequency, w . We do so by 

assuming that the ir signal, laser pump, and upconverted radiation are 

composed of colinear plane waves. These waves are described by a non

linear form of the wave equation derived below from Maxwell's equa

tions. Three simultaneous differential equations result, which are 

solved. The solution is then used to derive the photon flux of the 

upconverted radiation. 

We start with Maxwell's equations (in mks units) for a dielec

tric medium in a form that includes the induced polarization P ex

plicitly 

V x H = 9D/8t = (9/3t)[e E + P] (3.1) 

V x E = -(3/at)(y H). (3.2) 

The polarization P consists of a linear and a nonlinear term 

P - VlB - PNL (3.3) 

where xT is related to the index of refraction of the medium by 

n2 = e/eQ = 1 + xL> (3.4) 

and the second-order tensor aspect of e and x^ is ignored. The non

linear polarization that is induced in a nonlinear medium defines the 

nonlinear coefficient d.of the medium 
1J K 



(P..J . = e d. .. E.E, (3.5) 
v NL 1 o ljk ] k K J 

where i,j,k = x, y, or z independently, so d.., is a third rank tensor 
1J K 

and has units of m/V. Since no physical significance can be attached 

to an exchange of E^ and E^ in Eq. (3.5), it follows that = • 

We therefore can replace the subscripts kj by a single symbol according 

to the piezoelectric contraction xx = 1, yy = 2, zz = 3, yz = zy = 4, 

xz = zx = 5, xy = yx = 6. We now redefine = d_£u where t = 1,2,3 

corresponding to x,y,z and u = 1,2,3,4,5,6 corresponding to the con

tracted components. 

Using Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4) we rewrite Eq. (3.1) as 

a - ^nt 
v  * H  =  FF e E  +-Tt k- C 3- 6) 

If there is no net charge on the medium and we take the curl of Eq. 

(3.2) and substitute Eq. (3.6) into the result, using V x (V x E) = 

V(V • E) - V2E, and since by another of Maxwell's equations, V • D = 

eV • E = 0, we obtain the wave equation 

. _ pi2p 
^ 3 E . NL 
v E = poe 7T % —r • C3

'
7) 

at2 at2 

At this point, we will specialize to the case of fields corre

sponding to three traveling plane waves propagating along the z axis at 

angular frequencies ui (signal frequency), to (pump frequency), and 
s p 

(resultant frequency) where = o> + (og. Therefore, for the re-

_ /s 
maining development, V = (a/3z)k. 
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i(w t-k z) 
Es (z,t) = %[Es (z) e S + c.c.] (3.8a) 
i i 

i(u> t-k z) 
E (z,t) = h[E (z) e P P + c.c.] (3.8b) 
Pj Pj 

i(u) t-k z) 
E (z,t) = %[E (z) e r r + c.c.] (3.8c) 
k k 

where i,j,k refers to a Cartesian coordinate that can take on values 

x or y independently of each other. We now write the i component of 

the nonlinear polarization at tos, and u)^, using Eqs. (3.8) and 

(3.5) 

eod£u i[Cw -a) )t - (k -k )z] 

PNL Er,tz)E;.tzl e 
s k *3 

+ c.c. (3.9a) 

e d£ i[(w -a) )t - (k -k )z] 
PNL = -^Er CZ^Es.^) e 

p k i 

+ c.c. (3.9b) 

eod£u i[(co +co )t - (k +k )z] 

+ c.c. (3.9c) 

Through the principle of the superposition of waves we may apply Eqs. 

(3.8) and (3.9), respectively, to the wave equation and obtain the 

following sets of equations. The operation for Es^(z,t) will be 

carried out in detail below to illustrate the procedure 
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V2E (z,t) = _L_ E (z,t) = % — 

i 3z2 i 9z2 

T i(u) t-k z) 1 
Es (z) e + c.c. I 

= i* 
3z 

9ES. i(w t-k z) 
s s 

9z 

i(co t-k z) v « C y 

ik E e + c 
s s. 

1 
,.]) 

92Es. i(co t-k z) 
s s 

_ dz2 

9ES. i(to t-k z) 
ik —— e 
s 9z 

9E,-. i(o) t-k z) i(w t-k z) 
_ ik e S S - k 2E e S S 

s 9z s s. 
l 

+ c.c. 

We note that k = 2 - n n / X  -  2 x 106 m"1, and assume that the complex 

field amplitude does not change rapidly enough with z to violate the 

inequality 

9ES. 92E 
si s 

2ik —— >> 
S 9 Z 

9z2 

Hence 

72E (z.t) » -l/k 2E ... 8Esil 

i L S Si * s —J 6 
c.c. 

(3.10a) 

We note that 9/9t = iw, hence 

r,2 Ec. (z) i(co t-k z) 
E (z,t) = -a) 2 —i e s s + c.c. (3.10b) 

9t2 i ^ 

and 
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^7 [pNLsCz't)] = ' °2£U Ca)r " V2ErkEPj 

i[(w -a) )t-(k -k )z] 
• e P P + c.c. (3.10c) 

Substituting Eq. (3.10) into Eq. (3.7), noting = cos> we have 

8Ec k 2 OCe. 
S 3L 

-j" Es. + iks -$r 
X 

i(w t-k z) 
e S S + c.c. 

Es.(z) i(u t-k z) 
= ew 2 s s 
os 2 

+ c.c. 

Z u  p„ L  S V  r P' •* r - 7  M \  + e y w E E* e * + c.c. (3.11) 
o o 2 s r, p. v ' 

k 

Because yoeQ = A/c2, and e = eQn2> w2v0e = k2» Eq. (3«H) becomes 

i[co t-(k -k )z] 

9Es.(z) ik z oj zd„ -i(k -k ) z 
ik_ e S = ^ E E* e . r P , 
s 3z 

2c2 rk Pj 

or 

dEs. (z) ito d •i[k -(k +k )]z 

dz 
S £u E E* e ' r ̂  ~5' 
2cn r, p. 

s k 
(3.12a) 

and similarly 

d E p j .  ̂ .tu „ P, ; '!V (VV ] !  

dz 0 E E* e 
2cn r s. 

P Pi 

(3.12b) 

dErk(z) i«rd& ̂  ^ •i[Kr-tV,ts):|s 

—dz ~ " E- E- e (3.12c) 
2cn p. s. 

r i 

We note that Eq. (3.12c) has a phase term whose sign is opposite that 

of Eqs. (3.12a) and (3.12b). We rectify this by writing the complex 



conjugate of Eq. (3.12c), namely 

dE£kCz) * * -i[k -(k +k )]z 
—*— = E E e • (3.12c)* 
dz 2cn p. s. ^ J 

r rj 1 

At this point, the formalism presented thus far will be evalu

ated in physical terms since Eqs. (3.12) are the master equations for 

the upconversion process. Equations (3.12) give the rate of change of 

the electric field strength for the three interacting waves as they 

propagate together through the nonlinear medium. We note that as they 

propagate, Eqs. (3.12a) and (3.12b) indicate that the signal and pump 

field strength decreases, while Eq. (3.12c)* indicates that the re

sultant wave field strength increases if Ak > 0, where 

Ak = k - (k + k ) . (3.13) 
r v p s^ v 

Also, if Ak f 0 in Eqs. (3.12), a point is reached in the medium at 

z > 0 where the resultant wave intensity decreases and the pump and 

signal wave intensity increases. That is to say, for Ak / 0, energy 

oscillates back and forth between the pump, signal, and resultant waves 

as they propagate through the nonlinear medium. The condition that 

Ak = 0 is known as phase-matching, and is discussed in detail in sec

tion 3.4. 

A solution of Eqs. (3.12) in terms of Er is now derived. 

Assuming Ak = 0 and that E^(z) - constant, which is to say the laser 

pump is much more intense than the ir signal, which is always the case 

when an upconverter is used as an ir detector, we have, using Eq. 

(3.12c)* 
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dzE* (z) 

V 
dz2 

dF* 
ia)Au E* Ifi 
2cn Pj dz 

(3.14) 

Substituting the complex conjugate of Eq. (3.12a) for dE* /dz, we have 

d2E* (z) 
V 
dz2 

iw dj 
r 1" E* 
2cn p. 

r 

lwsd^u E* E 
2cn 

r, p. 

If we let 

w a) d^ |E | ? 
r s -cu' p' 3 

4n n c2 
r s 

E* 
r, 

(3.15) 

K2 
r 

CO (0 I  UJ  dn  I E I  ? 
r s -cu1 p 1 j 

4n n c2 
r s 

(3.16) 

then 

d2E* 

dz2 r r 

+ K2E* = 0. 

k 
(3.17) 

The general solution of this well known second order differential 

equation is 

E* = A cos(K z) + B sin(K z). (3.18) 
rk r r 

From Fig. 3.1 we note that at z = 0+, E* (0+) = 0, hence 
rk 

0 = A(l) + B(0) => A = 0 

so 

E* 
r, 

B sin(Krz). 
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NONLINEAR MEDIUM 

Fig. 3.1. Positions in the Nonlinear Medium. 

Using Eq. (3.12c)* and noting Ec^(z) = E^\(0+) at z = 0+, we 

have 

SO" 

and 

This equation is the expression for the electric field strength 

of the upconverted ir signal as a function of propagation distance z 

dE* 

dz 
BK cos (K z) 
r K  r  J  

iio d» < < CO*) p. s. z=0 

iu) d n 
B = „ r fU E* E* (0+) 

2cn K p. s. 
r r i 

^^"rV^Pj E* (Q+) 

2cn
rC^s^d^,lEplj Si 

B = E* (0 ) 

Cnr.s)2 Si 

(3.19) 

i(n u ) 
E* (z) = 5* E* Co ) sin 

k i 

\ h -(u 0J ) d n E . z v r sJ -cu1 p'j 

2c(n n )^ 
^ o s' 

(3.20) 
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in the nonlinear medium. It differs from the equation given by-

Armstrong et al.4 [Eq. (6.15)] in the (ns/nr)^ factor multiplying the 

Es^(0+) factor. The same is true for an incomplete development 

(Eq. 22.4-4) given by Yariv.20 For a typical case, exclusion of the 

index factor results in approximately 2% overestimation of the upcon-

verted electric field strength in the nonlinear medium. The index 

factor disappears when the field external to the nonlinear medium is 

desired. 

The average power/unit area that can be supplied by an electro

magnetic (EM) wave is given by 

<s> = 
e c I E I 2 • 
o 1 1 e cnIEI 2 

o 1 1 

(for n ̂  1); 
2 2 

hence the flux of quanta/unit area in a medium of index n is 

(3.21) 

N = 
E CNIE I 2  
o 1 1 

2hw 

Using Eq. (3.20) in Eq. (3.22) we have 

e cn +2 
N (z) = -£—2- |e (0 ) I . sin2 
r, 2fiw 1 s ̂ J 1 i 
K 5 

< V»s> 2deu 

2c(n n )"* v r s 

. z 
P' J 

(3.22) 

(3.23) 

Equation (3.23) is the flux of quanta/unit area in the nonlinear 

medium for the upconverted photons as a function of propagation dis

tance. It gives the photon flux at frequency w for any position z in 

the nonlinear medium. This photon flux is seen to be modulated by the 

transcendental function sin2[ ], which causes the upconverted photon 

rate to oscillate as a function of propagation distance z, as shown in 



Fig. 3.2. Physically, this oscillation is a result of the coupling 

between Eg and Er in the master equations for upconversion, Eqs. 

(3.12). If Ak = 0, we see that the equations require a maximum rate 

of change for E^ when Eg is a minimum and vice versa. This general 

condition results in a periodic effect as evident from Fig. 3.3, where 

the magnitude of the electric field strength |E j was adopted since the 

absolute phase of E is indeterminate. The oscillation of d|Es|/dz 

and d|Er|/dz can be considered to be a stimulated emission process. 

As ir signal photons are depleted there is increasing stimulated de

composition of upconverted photons back into signal and pump photons 

-> ojp + tus), and the opposite process to + ws) as upconverted 

photons are depleted. The upconversion master equations require the 

presence of the pump field for this stimulated process to prevail. 

3.2. Excess Noise Considerations 

Excess noise is defined as radiation present at or near the 

upconverted resultant frequency co^, that is not related to ir signal 

radiation at frequency u . At some point the sensitivity of any ir 

detector will be limited by the background thermal radiation in its 

field of view. In general, its internal noise can be greater the 

broader the spectral bandwidth and the greater the field of view of 

the detector. Hence the question of excess noise in the upconversion 

process is especially critical for narrow spectral bandwidth applica

tions such as upconverter ir spectroscopy. For all practical purposes, 

the best visible radiation detectors can be considered to have 
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min 

r max 
dz 

Fig. 3.2. Cyclic Nature of Upconverted Photon Flux vs 
Propagation Distance in the Nonlinear Medium. 

= max; = min 

.  d l £ s l  
= mm; —5 = max 

dz 

Fig. 3.3. Relationship Between Es and Er as Expressed 
by the Upconversion Master Equations. 
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negligible excess noise. If their excellent performance is to be 

capitalized upon, the upconversion process must be noise free. 

One form of excess noise that is not fundamental but 

nevertheless can be a practical limitation is stray light that makes 

its way to the visible detector. The most obvious candidate for this 

source of noise is the intense laser pump radiation. Another possible 

source of difficulty is the optical flashlamp radiation produced by a 

solid state laser. Two types of more fundamental noise will be con

sidered in detail in this section. They are spontaneous emission 

noise, which often proves to be the major source of noise in many 

parametric processes, and a second-order effect that can result in 

spontaneous emission noise in the upconversion process. 

The possibility of spontaneous emission noise in the upconver

sion process can be investigated by using a classical analysis given by 

Smith and Townes (p. 467).21 We start with the upconverter master equa

tions that describe the rate of change of the electric field strength for 

the three interacting waves in the nonlinear medium. Equations (3.12) 

are multiplied by E* (z), E* (z) , and Er (z) to give 
si k 

i i2 
d|E | iU 

, = - „ E E* E* e AKZ (3.24a) 
dz 2cn r. p. s. *• 

s k i 

• i  . 2  

d E . ico d D ... 
- LeIJ.  =  . ^ > E  E * E *  a - l 4 k Z  ( 3 . 2 4 b )  
dz 2cn r. s.p. v ' 

P k 1 J 

i i2 
cH^r'k ^wr^£u -iAkz 
ST- ' +-25rlB;.EI.Erve • (3-24c)* 

r l k 
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Multiplying Eqs. (3.24) by (3.22), taking care to use appropriate sub

scripts, we find that 

dNr (z) dN (z) dNs (z) 

- ~ ~ ~df— (3.25) 

where again N is the photon flux/unit area. 

From this expression, which ultimately can be traced to 

Maxwell's equations, we see that for an incremental propagation dis

tance in the nonlinear medium the photon fluxes of the three inter

acting fields can only change as indicated. Namely, quanta of 

frequency and of frequency ws convert into quanta of frequency 

since co^ = + ws. If dNs/dz = 0, no excess quanta over the zero 

point fluctuations of the field are created at the upconverted fre

quency a) . Therefore, there is no spontaneous emission noise in the 

process; if there were excess quanta, the principle of conservation 

of energy would be violated. If the upconverter operates at the dif

ference frequency - cos, spontaneous emission noise is possible 

through the process -> + uk . This is why a difference frequency 

upconverter is to be avoided. In section 3.4 we will see that phase-

matching can be achieved only over a finite upconverted frequency 

range. The difference generally greatly exceeds that frequency 

range, hence sum and difference frequency generation cannot simul

taneously occur. By using the formalism of field quantization, 

Louisell et al.5 studied quantum fluctuations and noise in parametric 

processes. Considering the upconverter as a special case, they 
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obtained the same results in the classical limit that we obtained 

with our classical formalism. 

One can imagine the possibility of excess noise in upconversion 

through the action of two-step processes such as 

and 

w  +  c o  2 u )  
P P P 

2u) -> to +to. 
p r i 

0) -> (0 +0). 
p S 1 

to + (jO ->• to . 
s p r 

(3.26) 

(3.27) 

Process (3.27) was analyzed by Tang22 and studied experimentally by 

Andrews, Rabin, and Tang.23 Andrews et al. tried to make process (3.27) 

as efficient as possible, which required simultaneous colinear phase-

matching of the two-step process. Under that condition, with intense 

pumping, they observed approximately 10~7 W of excess noise that very 

rapidly decreased when phase-matching for the process to u)g + to^ 

was reduced. As a result, they confirmed earlier theoretical conclu

sions21522 that in most cases upconversion noise due to these processes 

will be negligibly small because of the large phase-mismatch that 

exists in practical upconverters for the down-conversion process, 

to to + to. . The same large phase-mismatch also exists for second p S 1 or 

harmonic generation Wp + u)p -> ^to^, in process (3.26). If narrowband 
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filters and beam-defining apertures are placed in the upconverted 

beam path, the small amount of spontaneous emission noise present from 

these processes should be reduced to undetectable levels. 

3.3. Quantum Conversion Efficiency 

Quantum conversion efficiency Nc is defined by the expression 

N = N /N . (3.28) 
C X s 

Hence for an upconverter we require an expression for after the 

three waves involved in the upconversion process have interacted over 

the entire length L of the medium. For that case Eq. (3.23) becomes 

e c|E (0+)|2 
XT t  r O 1 Sv J 'l . o 
\ C L  5  =  2 i S  S l n  
k s 

^2, 
C w r w s )  d l u L  

r IE.. 
2c(n n ) v r s^ 

1 P'3 
(3.29) 

where we have assiimed the index of refraction for the medium external 

to the nonlinear medium is unity. We define X° = vacuum wavelength, 

and define 

d£uL irdlu1 3 = _J1_5 pi- = m 
r . (3.30) 

2c(n n )* (X°A°)^ 
v r s^ v r s J  

We note that the quantum conversion efficiency of the upconverter is 

simply 

Nc = sin2(BE ) (3.31) 

since the quantity (eqc|Eg(0+)|2/2ftws) in Eq. (3.29) is the ir photon 

input flux to the upconverter. One hundred percent conversion of ir 

photons into resultant frequency photons requires the argument of the 

sine function in Eq. (3.30) to equal tt/2. When this condition is met, 
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the upconverted photon flux is exactly equal to the ir signal photon 

flux, so on the average every ir input photon is converted to a sum 

frequency photon and 100% quantum conversion efficiency is achieved. 

Equation (3.31) is an explicit function of the pump field 

strength only. When the pump field strength is such that the quantity 

$Ep is greater than tt/2, overconversion occurs, i.e., the process 

+ ws dominates the upconversion process •* Note that if 

Es^ = 0 and Er^ / 0 in Eqs. (3.24), one might conclude that overconver

sion cannot occur. If we consider the zero point fluctuations of the 

field, a quantum mechanical concept not derivable from Maxwell's 

equations, the overconversion process can start and is not in violation 

of the principle of the conservation of energy. Therefore, it is pos

sible to eliminate overconversion only by preventing the intense pump 

field Ep from interacting with the upconverter field Er> ' 

Owing to the Gaussian amplitude transverse spatial distribu

tion of the pump field produced by the laser, the condition that 

Es^ = 0 at all transverse positions before overconversion dominates 

does not normally occur. Es^ = 0 at some propagation distance in the 

medium where the pump field has its transverse spatial peak and 

Es^ ̂  0 at other transverse positions. Hence overconversion can 

occur simultaneously with upconversion in different transverse por

tions of the field (this will be called the Gaussiar beam effect); 

it can prevent the attainment of 100% quantum conversion efficiency. 

The Gaussian beam effect can be controlled by amplitude shaping of 

the pump field or by using a pump field that is considerably larger 



in extent than the signal field. The former approach is not an 

efficient use of laser pump energy as is the latter approach, which 

also can cause excess noise production through the second-order pro

cesses considered previously. The walkoff effect, which will be dis

cussed later in this chapter, can in some cases efficiently reduce the 

Gaussian beam effect by causing the upconverted photons to be com

pletely removed from the vicinity of the pump field. Then, as we 

pointed out above, overconversion cannot occur because the upconverted 

photons are no longer interacting with the intense pump field. 

3.4. Phase-Matching 

In section 3.1, Eq. (3.13) defined the quantity Ak = k^ -

(kp + kg), and the statement was made that ideal phase-matching re

quires Ak = 0. We note that if Ak j- 0, Eqs. (3.12) do not lead to 

the solution given by Eq. (3.20) for the growth of the upconverted 

field as a function of z. Instead, when the product Akz = the 

divergence of the electric field strength for the upconverted wave 

changes sign, resulting in an overconversion condition before 100% 

quantum conversion efficiency is achieved. This condition prevails in 

a cyclic manner as the waves propagate through the crystal (see Fig. 

3.2) . 

The momentum of an electromagnetic field is 

p = hk/2ir. (3.32) 

The phase-match requirement Ak = kr - (kp + kg) = 0 for efficient 

three-wave interactions in a nonlinear medium suggests that the 
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momentum of the waves must be conserved; hence 

k = ic + k . (3.33) 
r p s s J 

The vector diagram equivalent to Eq. (3.33) is shown in Fig. 3.4. 

Fig. 3.4. Vector Diagram Equivalent 
to Eq. (3.33). 

We note that phase-matching can take place between waves that propa

gate in diverse directions. This general form of phase-matching is 

referred to as noncolinear phase-matching. Upconversion will take 

place with noncolinear phase-matching provided there is spatial prox

imity between the pump and signal beams in the nonlinear medium. 

To obtain Eq. (3.12), we assumed three traveling plane waves 

that propagate in the z direction. This corresponds to the vector 

equivalent 

k k 
-2 

where 

ly + I*sI = iv- C3-34) 

This condition is known as colinear phase-matching. Since |k| = nu/c, 

Eq. (3.34) requires satisfaction of the relation 
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n to n a) nw 
r r = _E_E + _L_£ 
c c c 

For colinear phase-matched upconversion, the indices of refraction of 

the nonlinear medium, which generally are frequency dependent, must 

therefore be related as defined by Eqs. (3.35), 

n to + n a) 

nr = — (3<35a) 
r 

(3.35b) 

In general, the wavelength of the laser pump is fixed, so the ratio 

n^/Xp is a constant. One may then solve for the required index at 

where the ratio rigAs is the independent variable. Thus if phase-

matching is to be achieved in the nonlinear medium, a way must be 

found to tune the index at the upconverted wavelength. 

Most nonlinear crystals are uniaxial; hence they have an index 

of refraction (called the ordinary index, nQ) associated with the prop

agation of light along the optic axis. The ordinary index is dif

ferent from the index of refraction (called the extraordinary index, 

ng) associated with the propagation of linearly polarized light per

pendicular to the optic axis, with the E field oriented in a plane 

that contains the optic axis of the crystal. Figure 3.5 shows a por

tion of the index ellipsoid for a negative uniaxial crystal. From 

this figure one sees that the extraordinary index of refraction is 

tunable by simply adjusting the angle of propagation of extraordinary 
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z axis n 

•H 
4-> 

Fig. 3.5. Portion of the Index Ellipsoid 
for a Negative Uniaxial Crystal. 

polarized light relative to the optic axis. Thus if polarized light 

propagates at some angle 0m (called the phase-match angle) relative to 

the optic axis of the crystal, it sees an extraordinary index of re

fraction that decreases as 0 decreases, with n = n at 9 =0°. 
m ' e o m 

Therefore, by simply adjusting 0m between the limits of 90° and 0°, 

any value for the extraordinary index between ng and nQ can be ob

tained. It is also possible to tune the index of refraction of some 

nonlinear crystals by changing their temperature. Quite often this 

technique is used when one wishes to 90° phase-match, i.e., 0m = 90°. 

The birefringence of the crystal, An = nQ - ng, is then temperature 

tuned to achieve phase-matching. Generally birefringence decreases 

with increasing temperature. 

In section 3.1 we noted that the three interacting waves are 

coupled through the nonlinear portion of the induced polarization in 

the nonlinear medium, the it^ component of which is given by Eq. 

(3.5). Since the nonlinear coefficients in that equation are 
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components of a third rank tensor, the nonlinear polarization of the 

medium can couple EM fields that are orthogonally polarized. The 

different combinations of polarization between the three interacting 

waves have been classified2^ as Type I and Type II phase-matching. 

These classes are summarized in Table 3.1. We see that one of the 

interacting waves is always orthogonally polarized to the other two 

waves. Thus the tunability of the extraordinary index of refraction 

in the nonlinear crystal can be used to achieve phase-matching. 

Table 3.1. Classification of Phase-Matching as 
Types I or II. (to = to + a) ; to > to > to .) 

j y  v r p s  r p s - '  

Type I Type II 

co and to -- o ray 
p s 

to and to -- e ray 
s r 1 

wr -- e ray oi -- o ray 
P J 

to and co -- e ray 
p s 

to and co -- o ray 
s r 3 

o>r -- o ray co -- e ray 
P 

The equation for the e-wave index surface25 of a uniaxial 

crystal, Eq. (3.36), is combined with Eq. (3.35b) to determine the 

required phase-match angle, 0 . Thus we have 

. sin2em cos2e 
1 mm 

- + (3.36) 
n 2(0 ) n 2 n 

2 

e v nr e o 



which when combined with Eq. (3.35b) yields 

no(V WV 

+ Xs V 

n (A )n (A ) 
ov rJ ev tj 

X  [n 2(A ) cos2e + n 2(A ) sin26 1 
rl e • r' m o mJ 

Solving for sin20 we obtain 
m 

sin20 = 
m I> 2(AJ - n 2(A ) ] 

o v r' e r' 

1 
A X  n (A )n (A ) 
p s e r e r 

A (A n (A ) U n (A )) 
l r s o p p o s 

- ne2(Ar) ( . (3.37) 

Unfortunately, the wavelength-dependent indices of refraction are 

known for only a few nonlinear crystals with sufficient precision to 

permit Eq. (3.37) to predict the true phase-match angle to better than 

a few degrees accuracy. 

It should be mentioned that when the colinear waves are not 

propagated along a principal axis of a nonlinear crystal, i.e., when 

®m jt 90°, or when the waves are polarized so the electric field 

vectors do not lie in the principal planes of the crystal, the non

linear coefficient d„ is reduced to an effective value that is a 
u x  

function of the symmetry class of the crystal. A table of the proper 

effective value for d^u vs crystal class may be found in the paper 

by Boyd and Kleinman.26 



3.5. The Spectral Bandwidth A ujs and Field of View A 0 S  

The spectral bandwidth Acos of the upconverter is governed by 

the sensitivity of Ak to changes in the ir signal frequency. We have 

already noted that if the quantity Akz = it in Eq. (3.12), overconver-

sion takes place, i.e., energy flows from the resultant wave into the 

pump and signal waves. It therefore is reasonable to define the limit 

on Ak for upconversion as 

where L is the length of the nonlinear medium. Thus at z = 0, Akz = 0, 

and at z = L, Akz = TT. If Ak > TT/L, a point will be reached in the 

medium where interactions over a greater distance would actually de

crease the resultant wave energy. We note that the Ak limit of Eq. 

(3.38) differs from that given by some authors.11'12 Equation (3.38) 

is consistent with the concept of "coherence length" L£ = ir/Ak that is 

commonly used in the field of nonlinear optics (see Ref. 20, p. 352). 

tics and length of the nonlinear medium in the following manner. We 

take 

Ak = TT/L (3.38) 

Aojs can be related to the fundamental dispersion characteris-

Ak IT 
(3.39) 

s 

hence 

[k - (k + k )] 
dw 1  r ^ p s J  J  

s r 
Ao) L 
s 

with colinear phase-matching. Since k = nio/c, 
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Ato 
TTC 

to - (n a) + 
r r p p Vs'1)"1 • 

We note d(n to )/dto = 0, hence 
p p' s 

Ato 
TTC 

dn dto 

r dw 
+ n 

r dto 

dn 

s dto 
n 

and since dw /dto = 1, we have 
r s 

A to 
TTC 
L 

dn 
i 

r dto. 

dn 
- to j— + (n - n ) 

s doj_ r sJ 
(3.40) 

s ~s 

The spectral bandwidth is a maximum, i.e., we have noncritical fre

quency phase-matching, when 

to dn dn n - n 
r r s r s 

+ " — 1 

to du 
s s 

dto to 

is a minimum. Hence Atos is not a simple function of any one property 

of the frequency-dependent indices of refraction of the medium. 

The field of view (FOV) A0g of the upconverter is determined 

in an analogous manner since ng = f(0), where now the sensitivity of 

Ak to changes in the relative angle between k^ and kg is important 

(see Fig. 3.6). By analogy with Eq. (3.39), A©s can be related to the 

angular dependence of the indices of refraction. Thus 

~ {k - (k + k )] 
d0 A r v p s J A0 L ' 

s 

and 

A0 
dk dk (0 
_JL r0 i ^ s 
d0 d0 T (3.41) 
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Fig. 3.6. Angular Relationships for Phase-Matching. 

where dk /d0 = 0 since k (0 ) = constant. For a uniaxial crystal, 
p s p nr J 

the angular dependence of k resides wholly in the extraordinary index, 

which is defined by Eq. (3.36). If we have a Type I upconverter with 

oor an e ray, dkg(0s)/d0s = 0 because the signal is an o ray and 

n
QAs f f(0); 0r is a function of 0^, thus the FOV for such a uniaxial 

crystal upconverter is determined by the complicated differential 

dkr(0r)/d0s' see ^rom Pig- 3.3 that this differential must be a 

minimum when 0 = 0° or 90°, since those directions are maximum and 
m 

minimum directions for the extraordinary index of a uniaxial crystal. 

Hence 90° phase-matching has the advantage of noncritical angular 

phase-matching, i.e., A0g is a maximum. Warner13 describes a tech

nique for achieving noncritical angular phase-matching without 90° 

phase-matching. The technique requires noncolinear phase-matching 

for Type I upconverters. Noncolinear phase-matching, as illustrated 

by the vector diagram equivalent of Eqs. (3.33), has the disadvantage 

of limiting the interaction volume between the signal and pump waves. 



Since most nonlinear crystals limit upconversion to Type I phase-

matching, the Warner technique has limited practical value. 

From Fig. 3.6, it is evident that even though |^S(0S)| = 

I k  (6)1, I k  ( 0 ) 1 =  I k  +  k  (0 ) I  > I k  (0)1, which is to say that 
s m r m 1 p s nr 1 1 rv rJ 1 ' J 

angular spread in the input ir signal tends to increase the spectral 

bandwidth of the upconverter. The magnitude of this effect depends on 

the magnitude of 0g and k . 0g is generally limited to a maximum 

value of a few degrees by the finite angular bandwidth of most upcon-

verters; hence this effect is small. However, if Aws is large, as it 

may well be in a practical upconverter, it causes large changes in |k (, 

which result in a large change in the direction of k^ for a given 

direction 0 . For an imaging upconverter, this effect results in a 

form of chromatic aberration. 

3.6. The Walkoff Effect 

The walkoff effect26 is illustrated by Fig. 3.7. The e ray, 

when propagating through the crystal in a direction other than along 

a principal axis, takes a different path than the o ray because the 

wave normals must be normal to the surfaces of constant index inside 

the crystal. The angle between the o ray and the e ray is called the 

walkoff angle p = X ~ where x and are related by25 

tanv = (n 2/n 2) tan0 . (3.42) 
A V o  e  m  

The walkoff effect, which results when one does not 90° phase-

match, is often cited as a serious disadvantage. In a Type II upcon

verter the walkoff effect causes the pump and signal beams to 
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Fig. 3.7. Illustration of the Walkoff Effect 
in a Negative Uniaxial Crystal. 

separate as they propagate. At some distance z in the medium they do 

not overlap, so E* in Eq. (3.12c)* effectively is zero, and 
si 

dE*(z)/dz = 0. Therefore, for a Type II upconverter, the walkoff 

effect limits the interaction distance to a finite length, which in 

many cases can be less than the actual physical length of the non

linear crystal. 

For a Type I upconverter, the situation is not as serious. 

The pump and signal beams always have the same polarization; hence 

they propagate coaxially in the nonlinear crystal. Instead, it is 

the pump and upconverted beams that separate as they propagate, since 

they are orthogonally polarized. One might conclude from Eq. (3.12a) 

that upconversion will cease at some propagation distance z since 



dEg(z)/dz = 0 when the pump and upconverted beams no longer overlap. 

This is not the case because Eq. (3.12c)* always required E ^ 0 if 

Eg ^ 0; hence some upconverted radiation is always present. Also, 

beam walkoff is a gradually occurring effect with respect to propa

gation distance, and any diminishing effect on the conversion effi

ciency and the validity of Eq. (3.12) is likely to be a second-order 

effect. Finally, for a Type I upconverter, the walkoff effect has 

the beneficial property of limiting overconversion at high-conversion 

efficiency, as was pointed out in section 3.3. 



CHAPTER 4 

PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Figure 4.1 illustrates a practical upconverter, which is the 

basic design used for this research. Three fundamental parts are 

identifiable; the pump laser, the nonlinear medium, and the visible 

light detector. Practical considerations concerning these three 

major components will be discussed in this chapter. 

In section 3.3 we saw that 100% quantum conversion efficiency-

is achieved in the upconversion process if 

nd p LIE I. 

e|EJi - g'1 = f. (4.i) 
P i ( \ ° X 0 )  2  2  

When a specific crystal is fabricated as the nonlinear medium, the 

nonlinear coefficient d^u and the length L of the medium are fixed. 

Among the practical nonlinear materials, these quantities can vary by 

about an order of magnitude. Thus the remaining flexible parameter 

in Eq. (4.1) is the magnitude of the pump electric field strength in 

the nonlinear crystal. The quality of the electric field strength is 

decisive for successful upconversion, so we start this chapter with a 

discussion of the choice of the laser that will produce the pump field. 

4.1. Choice of the Pump Laser 

The laser is the only light source available that can produce 

a light field of sufficient intensity to make nonlinear optical effects 
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evident. When a nonlinear crystal has been selected and fabricated 

for the nonlinear medium, the pump electric field strength || gener

ated by the laser is the only remaining variable in Eq. (4.1). JJ 

is varied by the power output of the laser or the area over which the 

radiation is present in the crystal. Hence, maximum variability for 

|Ep| is obtained by using a pump laser capable of large power output. 

The pump power must also be distributed uniformly over the 

area of interaction in the crystal so that Eq. (4.1) is satisfied at 

all transverse positions simultaneously. Therefore, one should strive 

to achieve, as nearly as possible, a constant transverse spatial 

power distribution from the pump laser. A perfect laser generates 

radiation in the TEMg0 mode Gaussian spherical wave only, i.e., the 

field amplitude has a Gaussian transverse spatial distribution. This 

mode is the nearest approximation to the desired plane wave pump 

field. Hence large power output in the TEMgo mode is required of the 

pump laser. 

Another pump laser requirement is that it generate its radia

tion in the visible or near-ir spectral region. This is essential 

because for ir signals in the 5-pm spectral region the upconverted sum 

frequency = u + should be located in the photomultiplier tube 

detection range (ultraviolet to approximately 0.95 ym). 

Lasers that most nearly fulfill the requirements of large 

power output in the TEMQO mode and proper output wavelength are the 

ruby (0.6943 ym) and Nd:YAG (1.064 ym) solid-state devices. Their 



weakest point has historically been poor transverse mode control, and 

for the ruby laser the additional shortcoming of a low duty cycle. A 

survey of the commercial laser market in 1971 indicated that a ruby or 

Nd:YAG laser with large power output in the fundamental transverse 

mode (TEMQQ) was not available. We therefore constructed our own 

pump laser, trusting that the performance of solid-state lasers could 

be improved by careful and innovative design. Previous experience27 

with modifications of a commercial Siemens cw Nd:YAG laser was 

helpful in this phase of the work, which is described in the following 

section. 

4.2. Laser Design 

4.2.1. Optical Pump Cavity 

The poor spatial energy distribution of solid-state lasers can 

be attributed to the nonsymmetrical single28 or multielliptical29 

optical pump cavities that nearly all commercial solid-state lasers 

employ. The nonsymmetry of the flash lamp pump radiation projected on 

the laser rod causes nonsymmetrical index of refraction changes to be 

induced in the laser rod, which in turn results in a nonsymmetrical 

distortion of the resonant laser cavity. This difficulty can be over

come by employing either a spherical30 or ellipsoidal31 pump cavity. 

The former pump cavity is superior because it is simpler to construct 

and, if large enough, produces an axially as well as rotationally 

symmetric pump field. For this experiment, we chose an ellipsoidal 
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pump cavity commercially available from the Siemens Corporation. 

Figure 4.2 schematically illustrates the arrangement of laser rod and 

pump lamp in an ellipsoidal pump cavity. 

4.2.2. Laser Rod Support 

The ellipsoidal pump cavity has the difficulty of mechanically 

supporting the laser rod in a small opening at the axis of symmetry 

between a focus and the vertex of the mirror. This problem was over

come by employing an optical contact32 of the 75-mm-long laser rod to 

a 9-mm-diameter by 75-mm-long undoped laser rod. The undoped rod is 

mechanically supported exterior to the pump cavity where more room is 

available. A detailed drawing of the laser rod assembly holder is 

shown in Fig. 4.3. 

The dopant level in laser rods is light (approximately 1% for 

Nd:YAG), so the index of refraction of the undoped and doped rods is 

nearly the same. As a consequence, there is little reflection loss 

for the laser light at the optical contact. This optical contact 

approach to laser rod support also permits the use of a Brewster angle 

at the output end of the undoped rod since it functions as a light 

conduit that conducts the laser radiation without absorption beyond 

the holder assembly. A brewster angle on the laser rod is desirable 

since it insures a linearly polarized output from the laser without 

the addition of other optical components in the resonant cavity. 

Finally, the optical contact approach results in no shadowing of the 

active medium of the laser rod from the flash lamp pump light and 
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allows the cooling fluid to intimately contact all the laser rod. This 

can never be the case when the doped laser rod is mechanically sup

ported and perhaps strained by supports. 

These advantages are confronted by two distinct drawbacks. 

First, the contact was not durable under the influence of the ethyl 

alcohol used as the laser rod coolant. This problem was solved by 

sealing the contacted region with a small quantity of sodium silicate 

(egg keep). Second, the optical contact has poor durability to mechani

cal shock. This problem can be solved by welding the contact in a high 

temperature vacuum oven. Such a process was successfully demonstrated 

by the Union Carbide Corporation33 for a ruby-sapphire contact, and it 

proved to be mechanically sound. 

4.2.3. Laser Cooling 

With an ellipsoidal pump cavity, the high-reflection dielec

tric coating on the nonoutput end of the laser rod is exposed to the 

pump lamp cooling fluid, which normally is water. In our design, 

continuously deionized and filtered water is used that is cooled to 

10°C by a refrigeration unit. Since water is detrimental to dielectric 

coatings, the coating on the rod must be protected with a liquid-tight 

cap, or a total internal reflecting (TIR) prism must be fabricated on 

the laser rod. A TIR prism may decrease transverse mode purity be

cause the laser radiation travels through the laser rod upon com

pleting a round trip along different transverse paths. Also to 
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enhance transverse mode stability, it is desirable to have a slight 

radius of curvature on the end of the rod. 

These difficulties were overcome in this laser design by em

ploying an independent cooling system for the laser rod. The coolant 

chosen was ethyl alcohol, which can be cooled to -60°C by a cascaded 

compressor refrigeration system. The pump cavity is slightly pres

surized with nitrogen, and a small electric heater is provided at the 

Brewster angle end of the laser rod assembly to prevent frosting. The 

high-reflection dielectric coatings on the laser rods, for both the 

ruby and Nd:YAG systems, have proved to be very durable with this 

approach of directly immersing them in the cooled ethyl alcohol. 

4.2.4. Laser Components 

Parts for the laser rod and flash lamp holders were machined 

from brass and nickel plated to prevent the brass from contaminating 

the cooling fluids. For the same reason, Imperial Eastman Nylo F 

tubing is used throughout for the fluid lines, and they are fitted 

with flow switches that are connected to the interlock circuit of the 

laser power supply. Quartz tubing is employed throughout for the pump 

lamp holder as well as for the ruby laser rod holder. One of the 

quartz tubes is replaced with a nonex glass tube when a Nd:YAG laser 

rod is used to help prevent the uv produced by the flash lamp from 

solarizing the laser rod. 
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4.2.5. Laser Power Supply-

Initial experiments with upconversion used a high energy ruby 

laser. A ruby laser must be pumped by a flash lamp because the in

tense pumping they require exceeds the power input capacity of cw 

lamps. Nd:YAG lasers can be cw pumped by a lamp; however, higher peak 

power can be achieved with flash lamp pumping. For the same average 

electrical input power, flash lamp pumping at high pulse rates results 

in equal if not more average laser power output as can be achieved 

with cw pumping. Therefore, it is advantageous to flash lamp pump a 

Nd:YAG laser. A disadvantage of high pulse rate flash lamp pumping is 

the complexity and cost of the flash lamp power supply required. 

The maximum laser energy or average power output is ultimately 

limited by the flash lamp. This limit is a function of the bore 

diameter and length of the lamp. The ellipsoidal pump cavity limits 

the length of the laser rod to 3 in. For 3-in. laser rods, the best 

electrical efficiency is achieved with flash lamps that have a 3-in. 

arc length. The bore diameter of the pump lamp should be equal to or 

less than the diameter of the laser rod. Seven-mm-diameter ruby and 

5-mm-diameter Nd:YAG laser rods are used. The power supply was de

signed to permit operation of the flash lamp at the safe operating 

limits of a 7-mm bore by 75-mm arc length xenon flash lamp (EG$G 

FX-42-3C; ILC 7L3). These limits were chosen to be 1000-J energy 

input for a 2.8-msec-duration pulse to half amplitude and 4 kW 

average power input. 
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The ruby laser required about 300-J flash lamp energy input 

to achieve threshold. Hence the flash lamp sets a maximum laser 

energy output by limiting optical pumping to about three times the 

threshold energy (1000 J). The power supply can deliver this energy 

at up to a 4 pulse per sec (PPS) rate. The Nd:YAG laser threshold 

energy could not be determined because the lamp would not fire at low 

energy input. However, the threshold is well below 100-J input 

energy. The power supply can deliver 135-J pulses to the flash lamp 

at up to a 30 PPS rate (4-kW average input power). Combinations of 

pulse energy and pulse rates can be freely chosen, provided the 30 PPS 

rate and 4-kW average power limits are not exceeded. 

The power supply is quite sophisticated in that it employs 

injection flash lamp triggering and includes a number of failsafe 

provisions to help prevent lamp explosion. It is 80 in. tall, 35 in. 

wide, 26 in. deep, and weighs approximately 1300 lb. A 60-A, three-

phase, 208-V power source is required. The unit was designed and 

built by the Raytheon Corporation, Waltham, Mass. 

4.3. The Upconverter 

4.3.1. Choice and Discussion of the Nonlinear Crystal 

In addition to the pump laser, the nonlinear medium is the 

most critical component of an upconverter. Among the better nonlinear 

crystals, only barium sodium niobate or lithium iodate are transparent 

from 0.4 ym to approximately 5.1 ym. If one were willing to exclude 
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the spectral region beyond 4.2 ym, lithium niobate would be another 

possibility. Barium sodium niobate has not been practical because it 

is limited to small sizes (5-mm cubes) and usually suffers from poor 

optical quality. Lithium niobate with effort can be grown in good 

optical quality, but it is usually prepared with the intention of 90° 

phase-matching, so typical finished dimensions are 4 mm by 40 mm long. 

Phase-matched upconversion therefore must be achieved by temperature 

tuning, which requires material temperatures of several hundred degrees 

centigrade with higher temperatures required to achieve longer wave

length phase-matching. This can lead to serious ir background radia

tion problems from the oven or crystal itself and therefore excess 

noise. 

Prior to this work lithium iodate (LiI03) was used only once 

for an upconverter,34 and it appears to have performed well. There

fore, we decided to use this relatively new nonlinear material for 

our upconverter. It is grown from water solution,35 so it can have 

excellent optical quality and can be obtained in large sizes. Dif

fering from most other nonlinear crystals, its birefringence is not 

temperature tunable, thus the possibility of 90° phase-matching is 

excluded. This is not a serious drawback, however, since heating the 

crystal for phase-matching should be avoided. 

Since phase-match is by angle when using LiI03, the conse

quences of the walkoff effect must be considered. LiI03 is a negative 

uniaxial crystal of hexagonal Via, class 21 symmetry, and a nonlinear 

coefficient d3i exists that permits Type I phase-matching. Therefore, 



as the discussion in section 3.6 indicates, the walkoff effect will 

not necessarily result in an effective length that is less than the 

physical length of the crystal. The possibility of obtaining a large 

long LHO3 crystal for our upconverter was therefore encouraged. By 

writing a specification of this sort, an excellent 50-mm-long LiIC>3 

crystal with 12-mm-square faces was obtained from the Isomet Corpora

tion, Oakland, N. J. The crystal was fabricated so the optic axis was 

oriented at an angle of 16.5° relative to the entrance and exit faces, 

±15 min of arc, and the faces were polished flat to A/5 at 0.5893 ym 

and parallel to within 30 sec of arc. The 16.5° angle was chosen by 

calculating the approximate phase-match angle from crude estimates of 

the ordinary index of LHO3 in the 4-ym spectral region. 35 

Figure 4.4 shows the ir spectral transmission35 for a 10-mm 

path length with light propagating at a 29° angle to the optic axis 

(line a) and for a 41-mm-long path along the optic axis (0 = 0°) (line 

b) for typical samples of Isomet LiI03. Note the absorption at 4.3 ym, 

which is probably due to CO2 trapped in the crystal. This contention 

is supported by Figs. 4.5a and 4.5b. They show the spectral trans

mission for LHO3 crystals with the same path length, which were grown 

from a solution of LiI03 produced by reacting Li2C03 + HIO3 and 

LiOH + HIO3, respectively. Note that there is considerably more gen

eral ir absorption, and the 4.3-ym absorption is broader and deeper, 

for the Li2C03 synthesized sample. The Li2C03 + HIO3 reaction liber

ates large amounts of C02 as a by-product; thus the probability of 
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trapping C02 in the crystal is greatly enhanced. It would be inter

esting and very helpful to determine if the 4.3-ym absorption could be 

removed by growing the crystals from a pure LiI03 solution in a nitro

gen atmosphere. 

4.3.2. Component Description 

The function of the various components shown in Fig. 4.1 will 

be described in this section. The Brewster angle 90° prism serves to 

bend the laser pump beam 90° to permit a more compact arrangement of 

components. This prism has no reflection loss for the o-ray polarized 

pump beam, and functions equally well for the ruby or Nd:YAG laser 

pump. The polarizing prisms are Glan air-spaced types and have about 

105 rejection ratio. The one nearest the 90° prism serves to remove 

any e-ray polarized component in the laser pump light, and also 

polarized the flash lamp light which propagates along the pump beam 

path. The lens reduces the area of the pump beam in the nonlinear 

crystal and also serves to place the beam waist of the Gaussian spheri

cal pump wave at the pump light high-reflecting mirror. The color 

filter has high transmission to the laser pump beam and low trans

mission at wavelengths smaller than the laser wavelength. It func

tions to remove stray flash light from the pump beam. The dichroic 

beamsplitter combines the ir signal and laser pump beams. It consists 

of a thin film dielectric coating evaporated on a silicon flat. The 

coating is a good reflector at 45° incidence to 0.69-ym and 1.06-ym 

radiation, and is a good transmitter in the ir. The nonlinear medium 



is the LiI03 crystal discussed in section 4.3.1. The pump light high-

reflecting mirror is a key element of a pump light feedback innovation 

to be discussed in the next section. It also assists in removing laser 

pump light from the upconverted beam, and has high transmission to 

upconverted light. The polarizing prism at this position is crossed 

relative to the other prism, hence it rejects ordinary polarized light 

and transmits the extraordinary polarized upconverted light. The 

laser power monitor measures the rejected laser pump light at this 

position, not at the position shown in Fig. 4.1. Pump light filters 

remove any remaining stray flashlamp and laser pump light. 

Infrared signal sources used in this experiment were a 3.39-ym 

He-Ne laser with about 1 mW cw output, a glowbar measuring 3-mm diam

eter by 10-mm long, a hotplate, and a calibrated blackbody source with 

a %-in.-diameter cavity opening. 

4.3.3. Laser Pump Light Feedback 

A unique feature of this upconverter is the incorporation of 

the nonlinear medium inside a laser pump light resonant cavity (see 

Fig. 4.1), which is an approximation to laser intracavity operation of 

the upconverter. This two-mirror resonator technique was analyzed as 

a simplification of a four-mirror resonator scheme by Kleinman and 

Boyd37 and rejected by them. However, experimentally we have found it 

considerably enhances upconversion efficiency. 

The high-reflecting pump light mirror returns the pump beam on 

itself, which causes it to pass through the nonlinear crystal in a 



direction that would produce energy at the difference frequency (ajp-cus) . 

This radiation, however, is not efficiently produced because it is 

highly phase mismatched. The returning laser pump beam is reflected 

by the five-stack quartz etalon output coupler of the laser along the 

original path of the beam. (Removal of the output coupler results in 

true intracavity operation.) Thus a pump light resonant cavity (nomi

nal length of approximately 1 m) is formed that encloses the nonlinear 

medium. Returning pump light transmitted into the laser cavity by the 

92% reflectivity output coupler etalon is not lost because it leads to 

an increased laser intracavity field that in turn results in a stronger 

pump field. The use of an output coupler etalon for the laser ensures 

mutual alignment of the laser and nonlinear medium resonant cavities 

because etalons possess a high degree of symmetry. It also permits 

the laser to operate efficiently with high pump light losses present 

in the nonlinear medium cavity. 

The improvement in conversion efficiency with the resonant non

linear medium cavity over the nonresonant case for the ruby pumped 

system is shown in Fig. 4.6. The nonlinear medium cavity Q was low 

because the cavity components were not antireflection (AR) coated for 

the ruby pump light. Cavity components for the Nd:YAG pumped system 

were AR coated. Its resonant improvement was as much as a factor of 

40 greater than shown in the figure. 
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4.3.4. Optical Alignment 

Optical alignment of the upconverter is straightforward but 

requires a great deal of iteration to achieve optimum performance. 

The first step is to align the laser, 90° prism, and beamsplitter, with 

the nonlinear crystal and other other elements following it removed, 

so the laser pump beam makes 90° bends and runs parallel to the plane 

of the optical bench. For the Nd:YAG system this is difficult because 

beam-finding phosphor cards must be used. A He-Ne alignment laser 

therefore is of great assistance. The approximate position for the 

visible light detector is also located. The 3.39-ym He-Ne laser ir 

signal source is best to use first. It is aligned so the ir signal 

beam runs parallel to the bench surface and sides and overlaps the 

pump beam in the nonlinear crystal region. This is done using pinholes 

and a standard ir detector, such as an InSb photovoltaic cell. 

The nonlinear crystal is now positioned with the aid of the 

He-Ne alignment laser. The crystal rotator is calibrated in degrees 

and provides better than 1 min of arc resolution. It is zeroed by 

returning the reflected beam off the face of the crystal into the 

alignment laser. The pump light high-reflecting mirror is positioned 

close to the crystal and is similarly adjusted. The phase-match angle 

is now adjusted to its approximate angle by rotating the crystal into 

the plane of Fig. 4.1. The polarizing prism and pump light filters are 

added and the alignment laser is removed. 

Active alignment with the 3.39-pm He-Ne laser source is now 

used. The polarizing prism is first adjusted to minimize stray pump 
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light. The phase-match angle is next adjusted to maximize the upcon-

verted signal. The visible detector position is optimized, the ir lens 

is positioned, and the high-reflecting mirror and the laser output 

coupler are adjusted to peak the signal. These steps must be iterated 

many times to achieve optimum results. 

As a final step, the lens in the nonlinear medium cavity is 

positioned and optimized. This lens serves to collimate and increase 

the energy density of the laser pump field in the nonlinear crystal. 

It is positioned to image the beam waist of the pump beam on the 

high-reflecting mirror, which is positioned as close as possible to 

the rear face of the nonlinear crystal. The lens should have a focal 

length approximately half the length of the nonlinear medium cavity 

and is symmetrically positioned in the cavity. When these conditions 

are fulfilled, the nonlinear medium cavity does not perturb the laser 

oscillator since the two cavities are then mode matched. If the lens 

position is out of adjustment, the Nd:YAG laser pump breaks into 

relaxation oscillations when the nonlinear medium cavity is resonated. 

4.4. Light Detection at the Resultant Frequency 

The best light detectors for the visible spectral region are 

photomu1tiplier (PM) tubes. Their quantum efficiency typically peaks 

at about 20%. They are capable of detecting individual photons and 

therefore can function as photon counting detectors. In contrast, 

standard ir detectors generally have quantum efficiencies on the 

order of 50%. However, because of internal noise problems, they 
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require perhaps 1000 incident photons to produce a signal that can be 

discriminated against their internal noise. Hence, ir detectors 

cannot function as photon counters. 

Having decided on a PM tube as the upconverted radiation detec

tor, one must choose the optimum type. The basic consideration is 

photocathode quantum efficiency at the upconverted frequency. 

4.4.1. PM Tube for the Ruby Laser Pumped System 

The PM tube chosen for the ruby laser pumped upconverter was 

an RCA type 4526. The S-20 photocathode of this tube is deposited 

on a reflective substrate. This feature gives the device the highest 

quantum efficiency over other types in the 0.5-ym spectral region 

where the upconverted signal for the ruby laser pumped system appears. 

Unfortunately, the tube is also quite sensitive at the ruby pump laser 

wavelength. This caused the ruby laser pumped upconverter to be 

limited in sensitivity by ruby pump light that is detected by the PM 

tube. A bialkali photocathode has adequate quantum efficiency at the 

upconverted wavelength and very little at the ruby laser wavelength. 

Therefore, for future work, a PM tube with a bialkali photocathode 

may prove to be a better choice for a ruby laser pumped system. 

Because sensitivity was always limited by stray laser pump 

light, analog signal detection techniques of the PM tube electrical 

output proved adequate. The technique used was to observe the pulsed 

electrical output of the PM tube with a Tektronix type 454A oscillo

scope that was triggered by the laser power supply. Electrical 



interference problems generally required the use of the 1 input 

impedance of the oscilloscope as the PM tube anode load. This detec

tion procedure did not have sufficient sensitivity to require PM tube 

cooling. However, the PM tube appeared to have low room temperature 

dark noise. 

4.4.2. PM Tube for the Nd:YAG Laser Pumped System 

The only PM tubes that have high quantum efficiency in the 

0.83-ym spectral region of the upconverted signal produced by a 

Nd:YAG laser pumped upconverter are GaAs photocathode type devices. 

The RCA type C31034 was chosen as an inexpensive suitable device. 

Even with the rudimentary electrical signal detection scheme described 

above, it was found necessary to cool the tube to lower the dark 

noise. A commercial thermoelectrically cooled PM housing was even

tually used for this purpose because -30°C cooling of the PM tube 

proved adequate. At that temperature, the dark count was about 2 

counts/sec. 

The Nd:YAG laser pumped upconverter was not troubled by stray 

laser light because the quantum efficiency of GaAs photocathodes de

creases very rapidly beyond the bandgap of GaAs at about 0.9-ym. 

This is an important consideration favoring the use of a Nd:YAG pump 

laser. However, with this system stray flash lamp light becomes a 

problem. This difficulty can be controlled by using properly designed 

flash lamp light filters in the system. 



Photon counting techniques were adopted with this system. 

The counter was gated "on" during the laser flashlamp duration for 2.0 

msec by a logic control circuit. This eliminated electrical inter

ference problems. Typically, no excess counts appeared during an 

open gate period when the PM tube was cooled. 



CHAPTER 5 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

5.1. Laser Performance 

The performance of the ruby and Nd:YAG versions of the pump 

laser, designed as described in the previous chapter, appears to ex

ceed that of comparable commercial lasers by about an order of magni

tude in terms of energy produced in low-order transverse modes. 

Transverse mode selection and overall stability is excellent, and 

reliability proved to be good. Experimental details that characterize 

the ruby and Nd:YAG laser systems are presented in the following two 

sections. 

5.1.1. The Ruby Laser 

The ruby laser system was evaluated with two different 0.05% 

Cr doped ruby rods. Each was polished flat and high reflectance 

coated at one end. Both laser rods were 60° oriented rods, i.e., a 

60° angle is formed by the optic axis and the cylinder axis of the 

laser rod. Rod R-I is 7 mm in diameter and has smooth ground cylinder 

walls; rod R-II is h in. (6.4 mm) in diameter and has polished 

cylinder walls. 

The low-order transverse mode operation of this laser was 

demonstrated by two experiments. The first involved photographing the 

spatial energy distribution of the laser beam cross section. Laser 
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rod R-I was used in conjunction with a single etalon output coupler 

whose effective reflectivity approximately equals 24%. The etalon was 

positioned 2.5 cm from the Brewster angle and was followed by a 2.5-cm 

focal length lens. Figures 5.1a and 5.1b show the laser beam cross 

section as it appeared on a white card positioned 90 cm from the lens. 

The elliptical beam shape in Fig. 5.1a is a result of the Brewster 

angle refraction. The aspect ratio, i.e., the ratio of the minor to 

major axis, was calculated to be 0.58 at the beam waist. The unifor

mity of illumination indicates that the laser is operating very nearly 

in a single TEMQO mode. This uniformity is maintained at all energy 

output levels. The size of the illuminated area increases with in

creased pumping because laser action takes place in a larger cross-

sectional area of the laser rod. One might argue that the uniformity 

in Fig. 5.1a could have resulted from the appearance and disappearance 

of many different transverse modes during the laser pulse. However, 

Fig. 5.1b indicated that this is not likely because it demonstrates 

that it is possible to photograph structure in the illumination by 

slightly detuning the resonant cavity. If the structure were time 

varying, it would not have appeared on this photograph in such a well 

defined manner. 

The second experiment involved observation of low frequency 

beat phenomena in time-resolved detection of the laser radiation. The 

laser diffusely illuminated an EG5G SD-100A silicon diode with a 50-ft 

load resistor. A Tektronix 454A oscilloscope monitored the load re

sistor voltage and limited the time resolution of the measurement to 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 5.1. Photographs of the Spatial Energy Distribution Produced by 
the Ruby Laser. (a) Laser Cavity Optimized. (b) Cavity Detuned. 
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about 6 nsec. Figure 5.2 shows the oscilloscope screen during a typical 

laser pulse. The horizontal sweep rate was 50 ysec/cm, which automat

ically changed to 5 ysec/cm after 250 ysec of the sweep. The irregular 

spiking characteristics (Ch. 12, especially Fig. 12a, p. 282)38 of a 

low-order transverse mode ruby laser are evident. On close examina

tion, structure in the relaxation spikes can be seen. This is indica

tive of beating between modes with a difference frequency of a few mega

hertz. Roess Cp- 319)38 states that this phenomenon is observed only 

with lasers that exhibit good trasnverse mode selection and stability. 

A dielectric reflection was observed at the ruby-sapphire 

optical contact. This was caused by a refractive index mismatch that 

resulted from a slight rotational misalignment of the optic axes of 

the ruby and sapphire rods, both of which are 60° oriented birefrin-

gent materials. A ±3° orientation uncertainty occurred because the 

planes in which the optic axes lay were identified by viewing the 

rods between crossed polaroids; they were aligned in rotation using 

this procedure. Apparently, the residual index mismatch produced by 

this rotational error is temperature tunable, as was evidenced by a 

change in reflection intensity vs rod temperature of a He-Ne laser 

probe beam. At some temperatures no reflection could be seen. The 

Nd:YAG-YAG rod assembly showed no dielectric reflection at the contact 

interface because YAG is not birefringent. Therefore, rotational 

orientation of the two rods is not critical in the YAG rod assembly. 

It was also found that the energy output of the ruby system 

did not increase monotonically with decreasing temperature. For rod 



Fig. 5.2. Time Resolved Ruby Laser Radiation as Detected by an EG&G 
SD-100A Silicon Diode with a SOD Load Resistor. 

Sweep Speed is SO ~sec/em to 5 ~sec/em. 
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R-I the energy output increased to a peak of about 1.1 J at -6°C, 

decreased, then increased again reaching 1.1 J at -36°C. Further 

cooling to -59°C resulted in a steady output energy increase to 1.6 J. 

Apparently, minimum reflection loss occurred at -6°C; at temperatures 

colder than -36°C the increased laser gain resulting from the narrow

ing ruby linewidth was sufficient to overcome residual reflection 

losses at the optical contact. 

The best performance obtained with rod R-I was an average of 

2.65 J output at -60°C with 1000-J flash lamp pumping. This was 

achieved using a 6.2-mm bore xenon lamp identified by ILC as L-1210. 

The output coupler was a single sapphire etalon. Rod R-II produced 

more than 4-J output under the same conditions, and had an optical 

pumping threshold of about 200 J as opposed to about 300 J for rod 

R-I. The striking difference is most likely due to the polished 

cylinder walls of rod R-II. This is in agreement with the expected 

increase in the pump light intensity at the center of a polished 

cylindrical rod placed in a focusing pump cavity, which results in, 

according to Roess (p. 412),38 an effective pumped diameter of D0 = 

D/n = 7.4/1.76 = 3.6 mm. One therefore would expect another increase 

in performance if a 3.6-mm-diameter ruby rod with a 6.4-mm-diameter 

sapphire clad were used. 

With a four-stack sapphire etalon output coupler (R - 96%), 

rod R-II produced 1.1 W of average power at a 4 PPS rate with 1.6 kW 

of average power input to the flashlamp. This increased to 1.3 W with 

a five-stack quartz etalon output coupler (R = 92%). The improvement 



is probably due to a better surface polish on the quartz etalons. The 

average power always decreased during the first 5 sec of operation at 

this moderate pulse rate. The ruby laser rod underwent a great deal 

of internal heating just to achieve lasing threshold, since ruby is a 

three-level laser system. The decreasing power output at moderate 

pulse rates is most likely a result of rapid linewidth increase with 

increasing temperature. This results in decreasing gain with succes

sive flash lamp firings as the ruby laser rod heats. 

5.1.2. The Nd:YAG Laser 

The Nd:YAG system was tested with two Nd:YAG laser rods, both 

of which are 5 mm in diameter and 75 mm long and have a 5-m convex 

radius of curvature fabricated at the dielectric high-reflector end. 

Rod N-l (from Crystal Optics Research Corp., Ann Arbor, Michigan) has 

smooth ground walls and rod N-2 (from Airtron, Morris Plain, N. J.) has 

polished cylinder walls. They were optically contacted to a 9-mm by 

75-mm undoped YAG rod with a Brewster angle end. Unfortunately, the 

undoped rod is not of as high optical quality as the Nd:YAG laser rods. 

Figure 5.3a is a photograph of the spatial energy distribution 

produced by the laser with laser rod N-l. It was made by photographing 

a phosphor screen. Figure 5.3b is a similar photograph of the laser 

output produced by a very poor optical quality Nd:YAG laser rod. In 

each case the resonant cavity was adjusted to produce the maximum 

energy output per pulse. It is clear, therefore, that the laser rod 

used in a pump cavity, which illuminates the rod with rotational 



(a) (b) 

Fig. 5.3. Photographs of a Phosphor Screen Illuminated by the Nd:YAG 
Laser. (a) Laser Illumination Produced by Laser Rod N-1. 

(b) Illumination Produced by a Laser Rod 
of Poor Optical Quality. 
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symmetry, must be of the highest optical quality if one is to reap the 

benefits of this improved pump scheme. 

The spatial energy distribution produced by the Nd:YAG laser 

was also photographed by exposing Kodak high-speed infrared 35-mm film 

directly to the laser beam at distances of 2.5 ft and 9 ft from the 

output coupler etalon. A 1.064-ym spike filter was fitted where the 

camera lens is normally attached to the 35-mm focal plane shutter 

camera back. A change in the aspect ratio between the near field 

(2.5 ft) and the far field (9 ft) was observed. This is due, as it 

was for the ruby laser system, to the astigmatism introduced in the 

laser cavity by the Brewster angle end on the laser rod assembly. 

Figure 5.4a is a horizontal and Fig. 5.4b is a vertical microdensitom-

eter trace of the near field photograph of the laser beam cross sec

tion. If one allows for the interference fringes introduced by the 

spike filter and the nonlinear intensity response of photographic film, 

the pump field that this laser will produce in a nonlinear crystal is 

seen to be approximately Gaussian in shape. 

The Nd:YAG laser produced more average energy per pulse at a 

moderate pulse rate than on a single pulse basis. The opposite was 

found to be true for the ruby laser system and is probably due to the 

resonant cavity of the Nd:YAG laser remaining more nearly in equilib

rium at moderate pulse rates during the 2.8-msec duration flash lamp 

pulse. Since Nd:YAG is a four-level laser system, the lasing threshold 

is considerably lower than that of ruby. The exact threshold energy 
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Fig. 5.4. Microdensitometer Trace of ir Film Exposed to Nd:YAG Laser 
Pump Beam, (a) Scan in Horizontal Direction, (b) Scan in Vertical Direction. 
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for the Nd:YAG system could not be determined because the flash lamp 

voltage could not be reduced sufficiently to achieve flash lamp firing 

at low input energy. However, the threshold was well under 100-J 

input energy. 

The Nd:YAG laser had no appreciable change in energy output 

when the laser rod temperature was varied from room temperature to 

-60°C. Therefore, in later experiments, the YAG laser was operated at 

the more convenient temperature of 13°C. This temperature could be 

maintained by immersing a cooling coil, which was supplied with 10°C 

chilled water from the flash lamp refrigeration unit, in the ethyl 

alcohol reservoir. Then only the circulating pump of the laser rod 

cooling system was needed. 

Using the five-stack quartz etalon, positioned 6 cm from the 

Brewster end of the laser rod assembly, rod N-l produced an average 

of 0.5-J energy on a single pulse basis with 135-J input energy to an 

ILC L-1210 xenon flash lamp. Mode stability was excellent. At pulse 

rates of 4, 10, and 20 PPS with 135 J per pulse input, the average 

output power was 4.8, 12.0, and 20 W, respectively. Again mode sta

bility was excellent, and the power output was very stable after 

equilibrium was reached. Attempts to run the ILC L-1210 lamp at 30 PPS 

quickly failed because the 4-kW average input power of that pulse rate 

exceeds the power rating of the lamp; however, for the short time they 

survived, it was noted that the laser output power was 30 W. This 

means that at moderate pulse rates the output energy per pulse of the 



Nd:YAG system, using laser rod N-l, was equal to or greater than 1 J 

per pulse with 135-J input energy. 

Higher pulse rates are more reliably achieved by using EG§G 

FX42C-3 flash lamps, but they result in a 27% decrease in laser power 

output compared with the L-1210 lamps. This is the case because the 

FX42C has a 7-mm bore diameter that is a poorer match to the 5-mm-

diameter laser rod. The larger bore diameter also results in a 

lower current density in the arc for a given energy input. However, 

at a pulse rate of 20 PPS, 20 W of laser power output could be rou

tinely achieved. This implies that the L-1210 lamp was starting to 

lose efficiency at that pulse rate. 

Laser rod N-2 was tested using an FX42C-3 flash lamp at 135-J 

input energy. With the five-stack quartz etalon 20 cm from the Brewster 

end of the rod assembly, the single pulse energy was 0.62 J. At 4 PPS 

the power output was 7.7 W and 16 W at 10 PPS. A short run at 30 PPS 

indicated that 46 W of output power were generated. So we again find 

that a laser rod with polished cylinder walls is superior to one with 

ground walls in our imaging pump cavity. 

There is the possibility of achieving much greater power out

put by using a clad Nd:YAG rod and a smaller bore krypton arc flash 

lamp. A factor of two improvement in cw pumping efficiency has been 

claimed for krypton by some authors39 because of its better spectral 

match to the narrow pump bands of Nd:YAG. However, Davies, Sharman, 

and Wright1+0 have compared pulsed krypton and xenon filled arc lamps 

for 100-psec pumping of a Nd:YAG laser rod and found xenon to be 
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superior. ILC claims an increase of 17% for their 4F2K krypton flash 

lamp compared with their standard xenon fill.41 We tested an ILC 

5F3K krypton flash lamp and found a 48.5% increase in laser output 

relative to a standard ILC 7L3 xenon lamp. However, the 2-mm differ

ence in bore diameter between the lamps may have been responsible for 

a large part of this improvement. 

The time resolved radiation of the YAG system normally was 

free of the relaxation oscillations that were present in the ruby 

system. This was the case if the laser resonant cavity was tuned for 

maximum power output, which always also resulted in the most uniform 

beam cross section. 

5.2. Upconverter Laboratory Test 

Laboratory tests were performed on an upconverter that was 

breadboarded on a 3 ft by 6 ft, 2500-lb cast steel optical bench. 

Magnetic bases were used to hold optical components in position; hence 

components could be easily repositioned when desired. A black ply

wood box enclosed components in the vicinity of the nonlinear crystal, 

with provisions made for precise rotation of the crystal. The black 

box helped to prevent stray light from reaching the PM tube, and pro

vided eye protection. Eye protection is especially required when the 

Nd:YAG laser pump is used since its radiation is invisible. Laser 

safety goggles were always worn when the access door in the black box 

was open for alignment or other purposes. Results of laboratory tests 

performed on the ruby and Nd:YAG pumped versions of the upconverter 

are discussed in the following sections. 



5.3. The Ruby Laser Pumped Upconverter 

5.3.1. Phase-Matching Factors 

The theoretical phase-match angle 0m = 20.5° was calculated 

from Eq. (3.39) using the parameters shown in Table 5.1. The 3.39-ym 

ordinary index of refraction value for LiI03 is a corrected value de

rived from measurements made by Icenogle.1*2 The correction applied 

was to substract a fixed value from the Icenogle data. The amount to 

subtract was determined by comparing the Icenogle absolute index data 

with the absolute data given by Umegaki et al.1*3 at a wavelength that 

they had in common. 

Table 5.1. Parameters Used for the Ruby Laser Pump 
Theoretical Phase-Match Angle Calculation. 

A = 0.6943 ym 
P 

n (A ) = 1.875 
ov p' 

A = 0.577 ym 
r 

A = 3.39 ym 
s 

n a ) = 1.825 o K  s J  

n (A ) = 1.889 o v  r J  n (A ) = 1.741 
e^ r' 

The phase-match angle was experimentally found to be 22.3° ± 

30', and the phase-match angular width A6m ^ 15' for the 3.39-ym 

He-Ne laser. The discrepancy between the calculated value and the 

true value for 0m reflects uncertainty in the index of refraction 

data available for LiI03. The spectral bandwidth of the ruby pumped 
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upconverter was estimated to be approximately 25 X from measurements 

made with an Oriel Model F-ll-10 prism monochromator on 3.4-ym upcon-

verted glowbar radiation. 

5.3.2. Determination of the Quantum Conversion Efficiency 

In this section, the quantum conversion efficiency achieved 

by the ruby laser pumped upconverter will be determined by three dif

ferent methods. These independent determinations will be seen to be 

self-consistent. Together they constitute strong experimental evi

dence that very high quantum conversion efficiency in the upconversion 

process was achieved in the experiment. 

5.3.2.1. Expected Value Calculated from Theory. Equation 

(3.30) will be used to calculate the quantum conversion efficiency N£ 

using experimentally derived values for the nonlinear coefficient of 

LiI03, the length of the crystal, and the estimated pump electric field 

strength in the crystal when overconversion began to appear. 

We start by estimating the electric field strength of the pump. 

The most uncertain quantity in the experiment was the actual area for 

the cross section of the pump beam in the crystal. A value was ob

tained by photographing the upconverted beam with a polaroid camera 

replacing the PM tube. The ir signal source was the He-Ne laser. An 

elongated spot with a semiminor axis = 0.25 mm in the horizontal direc

tion was photographed. It was necessary to calculate the semimajor 

axis because the image was smeared in the vertical direction by the 

walkoff effect. The semimajor axis was calculated from the expected 
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aspect ratio 0.58 for the pump beam cross section at the beam waist. 

The size of the ir signal beam could have been smaller than the size 

of the pump beam. This would have resulted in an underestimate of the 

pump beam size. This possible source of error apparently is negligible 

because the photographed spot size did not change appreciably when the 

250-mm focal length lens used to mode match the ir signal beam to the 

pump beam was removed. The area of the pump beam therefore was approx

imately IT(0.25) X (0.4) = 0.31 mm2. 

Overconversion began to appear (see Fig. 4.10) when the pump 

energy in a 1.2-msec pulse duration exceeded 0.25 J. We must estimate 

the effective duty cycle of the relaxation oscillations in the laser 

output, since upconversion occurs only with appreciable efficiency in 

a spike of an oscillation. This can be done by counting the number of 

resolved spikes in the upconverted signal that was detected with an 

adequate time constant. An oscilloscope photograph was used for this 

purpose, and an average of six appreciable spikes per 100-ysec interval 

was estimated near the center of the pulse duration. Since the duration 

of a spike is approximately 0.5 ysec, the effective duty cycle factor 

is 0.5 Msec x 6/100 ysec = 0.03. Therefore, the peak power density 

produced by the laser is 

<S> . = —2.1 x 102 W— ^ 2 26 x 1010w/m2-

Peak 0.03 x 0.31 mm2 

The electric field in the crystal is related to the power density 

through Eq. (3.21) 
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e_nc|E„I2 

<S> = 2 * , (3.21) 
0 ' P 

therefore, 

IE I? 
2 x 2.26 x lplO W • sec • nt • m2 

p'peak 1.875 x 3 x 10s m • m2 • 8.85 x 10-12 C2 

= 9.08 x 1012 V2/m2. 

This value is reduced by 9% because of reflection loss at the input 

face of the LiI03 crystal. Hence the peak electric field strength in 

the crystal is 2.87 x 106 V/m. To calculate the quantum conversion 

efficiency, the constant 3, given by Eq. (3.29), must also be evaluated 

trLd p 
0 = r̂: • (3.29) 

For this experiment, l = 5 x 10"2 m, = 0.577 jjjji, = 3.39 ym, and 

d^ = dsi^*®3, where we use the value given by Jerphagnon44 (8.41 x 

10"12 m/V). It should be noted that Nath and HaussUhl45 quote a value 

for d32^^3 that is about a factor of 3 greater. Since LiI03 is a 

6(Cg) symmetry class crystal, the effective nonlinear coefficient is 

given by dg = d3i sin0m (Boyd and Kleinman26). Hence dg = 

d31 sin22.3° = 3.27 x 10"12 m/V. Therefore, 

„ IT x 5 x 10"2 M x 3.27 x 10"12 M _ 1n_7 ... 
3 = 5 = 3.67 x 10 ' m/V. 

(0.577 x icr6 m x 3.4 x 10"6 m)^2 V 

So ME
plpeak = 1105 rad> and sin^IEpI peak = 0'87' Nc = si»2(3|Ep|) = 

0.76, where we have neglected the enhancement due to pump light 
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feedback. If in Fig. 4.10 we assume the peak of the curve represents 

Nc = 1.0, then by linear scaling between the feedback and nonfeedback 

curves at the 0.25-J pump energy point, we conclude that the experi

mentally achieved quantum conversion efficiency without feedback is 

approximately 0.68. This is remarkably good agreement with the ex

pected value of 0.76 calculated above. 

5.3.2.2. Quantitative Comparison. In this section we determine 

the magnitude of the upconverted signal power produced by the upcon-

verter with a known infrared input signal power P . The quantum con

version efficiency in terms of these quantities is given by 

where the XrAs factor accounts for the power gain of the upconversion 

process. 

We proceed by using measurements that were made on the upcon

verted thermal radiation of a 490-K calibrated blackbody source. The 

source had a H-in.-diameter cavity opening and was 10 in. from the 

center of the LiI03 crystal. The spectral radiance of a 490-K black-

body at 3.4-ym wavelength is 47.5 Wm"2sr_1y-1. The solid angle sub

tended by the active area of the upconverter (i.e., the pump beam 

area) at the source is 

Q = °-31 mm2 = 4.81 X 10"6 sr. 

(254)2 mm2 

Hence for the estimated 25 K spectral bandwidth of the upconverter, 



the blackbody produced 4.75 x 10 x 4.18 x 10"6 x 2.5 x 10~3 = 5.71 x 

10-7 w a-t the crystal per m2 of source. The field of view (FOV) for 

the upconverter was approximately 3.3° at half amplitude response (based 

on measurements of the Nd:YAG pumped upconverter). To compensate for 

the sensitivity falloff of the upconverter with angle, the effective 

area of the source is estimated to be about 3/4 of its actual area. 

Multiplying the effective area of the source by the above quantity, we 

obtain an input power of 2.17 x 10"10 W at the crystal. The input 

power is reduced by half because the upconverter is a linearly polar

ized detector, and by a factor of 0.83 to account for reflection 

losses at the silicon dichroic beamsplitter and the input face of the 

LiI03 crystal. Hence the effective signal power just inside the 

crystal is approximately 9.0 x 10"11 W. This signal power produced a 

4.4 mV signal with a 106 ft anode load at the PM tube. 

Because of electrical noise problems, it was not possible to 

detect the weak signal produced by the PM tube with a 101* ft load re

sistor. A load resistor of about that value would have been required 

to time resolve the current peaks of the PM tube signal caused by the 

relaxation oscillations of the laser pump. With the 106 ft load re

sistor, the detector time constant was approximately 400 ysec, and the 

weak time average upconverted blackbody signal could be reliably de

tected. The equivalent peak current for a time constant of a few 

microseconds therefore must be deduced. This can be done by comparing 

the peak signal produced by the PM tube using a 106 ft load with 101* ft 

load resistor results for the same experimental conditions when the 
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stronger He-Ne laser source was used. Averaging the results of three 

different pump levels indicates that the long time constant measurements 

should be increased a factor of 6.1 ± 0.2 to find the equivalent peak 

current. Doing this, we conclude that the 4.4 mV signal peaks with the 

blackbody source imply a PM tube anode peak current of approximately 

[(4.4 x 10~3)/106] x 6.1 = 2.7 x 10~8 A. The typical radiant sensi

tivity for the type 4526 PM tube at its peak response (X = 0.53 ym) 

is given by RCA as 4400 A/W relative to the anode. At the 0.58-ym 

wavelength of the upconverted signal, this response decreases to 

approximately 4000 A/W. Therefore, for the peak current calculated 

above, one concludes that the power incident on the PM tube was 

approximately (2.7 x 10~8 A)/(4 x 103 A/W) = 6.7 x 10~12 W. The 

transmission for filters in the upconverted signal beam was approxi

mately 0.030; hence the prefiltered upconverted power was approximately 

2.2 x 10"10 W. So, by Eq. (5.1), = 0.42. This is within a factor 

of 2.4 of unity quantum conversion efficiency. 

5.3.2.3. Overconversion. Perhaps the strongest support for 

asserting very high quantum conversion efficiency is derived from the 

observation of overconversion. Overconversion was experimentally 

achieved for the first time in the upconversion process during this ex

periment. Figure 5.5, which we previously published as a result of con

siderable significance,46 is a graphic illustration of the overconversion 

effect. The upper trace in the figure is the voltage output of the 

laser power monitor (inverted), and the lower trace is the voltage 

output of the PM tube used to detect the upconverted signal. We note 



Fig. 5.5. Experimental Demonstration of Overconversion in the Upcon
version Process. 

All traces are at 0.2 msec/cm with a time constant of approximately 
1o- 4 sec. The upper trace shows the laser power monitor output (in
verted). The lower trace shows the sum frequency detector output 
with pump light feedback optimized. (a) Upper, 0.2 V/cm; Lower, 
0.5 V/cm. (b) Upper, 1.0 V/cm; Lower, 1.0 .V/cm. (c) Upper, 2.0 
V/cm; Lower, 1.0 V/cm. (d) Upper, 2.0 V/cm; Lower, 1.0 V/cm. 
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in comparing (c) and (d), that the upconverted signal decreased with 

an increase in pump laser power; hence overconversion, as defined in 

section 3.3, occurred. Also, there is a marked change in the shape of 

the output signal for the overconversion case [see (d) in Fig. 5.5]. 

This is due to the laser pump pulse being most intense in the middle 

of the pulse. Therefore, upconversion occurs at the beginning and end 

of the laser pulse while overconversion occurs in the middle, giving 

the upconverted pulse a saturated appearance. 

Since overconversion occurred between (c) and (d) of Fig. 5.5, 

one might be tempted to conclude that 100% quantum conversion efficiency-

must have been reached at an intermediate pump energy. However, as we 

pointed out in section 3.3, the Gaussian amplitude spatial distribution 

of the laser pump beam results in 100% quantum conversion efficiency at 

the intensity peak of the beam and less than 100% conversion elsewhere. 

Therefore, the Gaussian beam effect tends to limit conversion effi

ciency to something less than unity when overconversion starts to 

dominate. We also pointed out that the walkoff effect tends to counter

act the Gaussian beam effect. 

Errors in the quantitative determination of N£ based on Eq. 

(5.1) will tend to underestimate its value. Hence, based on the 

analysis given in sections 5.3.2.2 and 5.3.2.1, it is reasonable to 

assume that a value of N between 0.5 and 1.0 was achieved in this 
c 

experiment. 



5.3.3. The Walkoff Effect 

In this section, the calculated magnitude of the beam walkoff 

will be compared with the measured beam walkoff. Photographs of the 

upconverted beam are used for this purpose. The upconverted beam is 

elongated in the vertical direction due to beam walkoff and to a lesser 

extent because the pump beam cross section is elliptical with the 

major axis in the vertical direction. 

Using n (A ) = 1.875, n (A ) = 1.732 and the value of 0 cal-
o p e p m 

culated from the same index data, Eq. (3.41) predicts x = 23.7°, so 

p = 3.2°. Therefore, the displacement d of the o and e rays at the 

exit face of the 50-mm-long crystal is 2.8 mm. Using the 0.4-mm 

semimajor axis value of the pump beam established earlier, the 

aspect ratio of the photographed beam is predicted to be 5.5. The 

measured aspect ratio is 4.4, and probably falls short because the 

upconverted energy is not produced uniformly as a function of propa

gation distance in the crystal. The intensity distribution in the 

vertical direction of the upconverted beam can be deduced by differ

entiating Eq. (3.23) with respect to z. Thus dNr(z) /dz <* 

K sinKz cosKz; hence if conversion were complete at the exit face of 

the crystal, we would expect the intensity at the top and bottom of 

the upconverted beam to fall off. Unfortunately, some of the photo

graphs of the upconverted beam were overexposed. A few underexposed 

photographs, however, do show intensity variations that are consistent 

with the theoretical expectation. 
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5.3.4. Limiting Excess Noise 

For reasons discussed in section 4.4.1, the transmission of 

pump light filters at 0.58 ym was only approximately 3% in this experi

ment. No attempt was made to develop more efficient filters because 

this upconverter was not intended to be used as a practical ir detec

tor. Owing to the poor transmission of the pump light filters, we 

can report only that no noise sources that generated radiation power 

in excess of 10"13 W were present. 

5.4. The Nd:YAG Laser Pumped Upconverter 

5.4.1. Phase-Matching Factors 

In this section the experimentally determined phase-match 

angle 0ffl and angular width A0m for the 3.39-ym He-Ne laser source are 

given, as well as the FOV A0g and spectral bandwidth Aws to thermal 

radiation. Using the parameters listed in Table 5.2, the theoretical 

phase-match angle = 19.2° is calculated from Eq. (3.39). 

Table 5.2. Parameters Used for the Theoretical Phase-Match 
Angle Calculation for the Neodymium Laser Pump. 

Xp = 1.064 ym X = 3.39 ym 
s 

n (X ) = 1.857 
ov p' 

n (X ) = 1.825 
O S 

Xr = 0.810 yra n (X ) = 1.867 o v  r J  ne(Xr) =1.724 
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The phase-match angle experimentally was found to be 19.9° ± 30'. 

The angular width A0ffl between half intensity response points was 

approximately 40' for the monochromatic laser source. Figure 5.6 is 

a tuning curve (i.e., Ag vs 0m) , which was obtained by determining the 

upconverted wavelength limits for half intensity response of the up-

converter to glowbar radiation. A Jarrell-Ash 0.25-m monochromator was 

used to analyze the upconverted radiation. The phase-matching became 

noncritical when 0 = 20.1°. This result establishes a noncritical 
m 

frequency phase-matching condition (see section 3.5) for LiI03. The 

resultant 1.81-ym spectral bandwidth is the greatest ever reported for 

upconversion in this spectral region. Also, two ir atmospheric win

dows are favorably situated in the spectral region where phase-

matching is least critical in frequency. Unfortunately, the LiIQ3 

absorption discussed in section 4.3.1 infringes on a small portion of 

one of these windows. 

The field of view A0 g  of the upconverter to thermal radiation 

was measured by using a hotplate as a signal source. An iris diaphragm 

was positioned 154 mm from the center of the LiI03 crystal. For 0^ = 

19.9°, the half intensity response occurred when the iris was stopped 

down to 9 mm diameter, which corresponds to an acceptance angle A0 g  =  

3.3°. At times it was found advantageous to place a slit in the up-

converted signal beam to reduce excess noise. With the slit in place 

A0 was reduced to 2.6°. 
s 

\ 
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5.4.2. Determination of the Quantum Conversion Efficiency 

In this section we will determine the quantum conversion effi

ciency of the Nd:YAG pumped upconverter as it was configured for the 

astronomical test. The pump beam cross section was larger for this 

configuration than for the ruby pumped upconverter because the size of 

a "seeing limited" stellar image at the f/40 coude focus of the Steward 

Observatory 90-in. telescope could exceed 2 mm in diameter. A large 

pump beam cross section was also desired to make guiding less critical 

and to facilitate alignment of the upconverter with the telescope 

optical axis. Unfortunately, a larger pump beam necessarily results 

in lower upconverter conversion efficiency. The larger pump beam cross 

section and the lack of spiking in the Nd:YAG laser output precluded 

the possibility of observing overconversion. 

5.4.2.1. Expected Value Calculated from Theory. The theo

retical quantum conversion efficiency N£ will now be calculated from 

Eq. (3.30) following the procedure used in section 5.3.2.1 for the ruby 

pumped upconverter. The diameter of the laser pump beam at the non

linear crystal center was determined from burn patterns produced on 

blackened polaroid film. A 403-mm focal length lens, symmetrically 

placed in the nonlinear medium cavity, resulted in a 2.5-mm-diameter 

circular burn pattern when the film was positioned where the center of 

the crystal is normally located. In front and behind the central 

position elliptical burn patterns were formed, with the major axis 

horizontal in front of the crystal and vertical behind it. 
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We will calculate the quantum conversion efficiency assuming 

a I-J energy, 2.0-msec duration pump pulse. The average peak power of 

the pump pulse therefore is 500 W, so the power density of the pump 

field in the crystal is <S> = 5 x 102 W/ir(1.25 mm)2 ->-1.02 x 10® IV/m2. 

The pump electric field strength is calculated from Eq. (3.21), 

i„ | 2 x 1.02 x 108 W • sec • nt • m2 
|E | 
P 1.857 x 3 x 108 m • m2 x 8.85 x 10"12 C 

= 2.03 x 105 V/m. 

This is the actual field strength in the crystal (without taking en

hancement due to feedback into account) because the crystal was anti-

reflection coated for the 1.06-ym pump wavelength. 3 is evaluated as 

before, except now X° = 0.81 pm, and d = d3i sinl9.9°. Hence 
X 6 

3  = TT x 5  x  1Q- 2  
m  x 2 .86 x  IQ^ 2  m =  2  J 1  x  1 Q _ 7  ^  

(0.81 x 10"6 m x 3.39 x 10"6 m)^ V 

3|Ep| = 5.50 x 10~2 rad, so = 3.02 x 10"3. This quantum conversion 

efficiency (only 1/3%) is considerably smaller than the 76% efficiency 

calculated for the ruby laser pumped upconverter. The difference is 

due to the larger pump beam cross section in the crystal and the lower 

peak power produced by the Nd:YAG laser. 

In section 4.3.3, we stated that pump light feedback resulted 

in as much as a factor of 40 enhancement in conversion efficiency for 

the Nd;YAG pumped upconverter. In the astronomical test configuration 

of the upconverter, flash lamp filters were inserted in the laser pump 
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beam which had lower than desired transmission at 1.064 ym. They 

caused the resonant enhancement to be limited to a factor of approxi

mately 5. Therefore, the calculated quantum conversion efficiency of 

the Nd:YAG laser pumped upconverter used for astronomical observations, 

when pumped at 1-J energy, is approximately 0.3% x 5 = 1.5%. 

5.4.2.2. Quantitative Comparison. In this section the magni

tude of the upconverted signal power produced by the upconverter with 

a known ir signal input power will be determined. The quantum conver

sion efficiency will be calculated from Eq. (5.1) as was done in 

section 5.3.2.2. Measurements made with a calibrated blackbody signal 

source are not reliable because they were made at too high a source 

temperature. This resulted in an excessive signal input to the upcon

verter, which resulted in saturation of the photon counting equipment. 

Therefore, data used for this calculation will be based on measurements 

made with an ice slide as the ir signal source. The ice slide is 

assumed to be at 273 K temperature, and was positioned 150 mm from 

the center of the nonlinear crystal. Since the FOV of the upconverter 

is 2.6° at half intensity response, the effective area of the source 

is 35.8 mm2. 

An average value for the spectral radiance of the ice slide 

within the 3.2-ym to 5.0-ym sensitive region of the upconverter must 

be determined, taking the absorption characteristics of the LiI03 

crystal into account. With the aid of Fig. 4.4, it was decided to 

average spectral radiance data from 3.2 ym to 4.1 ym and 4.4 ym to 



4.8 ym, giving the latter region half the weight of the former. For 

the region with a mean wavelength of \ = 3.65 ym, the averaged spec

tral radiance of a blackbody at T = 273 K is 1.3 x 10"1 Wm"2ym~1sr~1 

and for the region with X = 4.6 ym, the averaged radiance is 6.3 x 

10"1 Wm~2ym_1sr"1. Hence the weighted average for the 273-K blackbody 

is 2.2 x 1CT1 Wm"2ym~1sr~i, and the effective spectral bandwidth of 

the upconverter is 1.3 ym rather than 1.8 ym. Half of the radiated 

power is available to the upconverter because it is a polarized detec

tor, and reflection losses further reduce it a factor of 0.83, so 

273 
N- = 9.2 x 10"2 Wm~2ym~^r-1. If the emissivity of the ice slide 
A 

is 0.5, the total signal power available to the upconverter is 

yj - 9.2 x 1Q2 W x 35.8 mm2m2 x 1.3 ym x TT(1.25 mm)2 x p.5 

m2ysr x 106 mm2 x (150 mm)2 

= 4.67 x 10"10 W. 

The photon flux (A = 4.1 ym) therefore is 

_ 4.67 x iq-10 W sec 

S 6.63 x 10"31+ J • sec x 7.32 x 1013 

= 9.62 x 109 photons/sec. 

An average of 130 counts were recorded with a 2-msec integra

tion when the ice slide was in place. The photocathode quantum effi

ciency for the 0.84-ym e-ray polarized upconverted signal is estimated 

to be 5%, based on laboratory tests of the PM tube. The transmission 

of filters in the upconverted beam was approximately 37%, and a slit 



in the beam reduced the count rate an additional factor of 3. Hence 

the photon flux before the PM tube and filters was 

130 photons 1 3 , 
*- x x = 1.05 x 10' photons/sec. 

2 x 10"3 sec 0.05 0.37 

Therefore 

N = 1,05 X 107 = 1.10 x 10"3. 
C 9.62 x 109 

For these measurements and during the astronomical test, the energy 

output of the laser was set at 0.3 J per pulse, so the calculated 

quantum conversion efficiency should be reduced to 4.5 x 10"3. We 

therefore have a factor of 4.1 discrepancy between the calculated and 

measured efficiency. 

Some of the discrepancy can be accounted for by noting that 

the photocathode of the RCA C31034 PM tube is a GaAs strip with a pro

jected area measuring approximately 4 mm x 10 mm. To ensure optimum 

detection of radiation falling on this photocathode the radiation 

should be contained in a 2 mm x 5 mm format. The upconverted beam at 

the photocathode was more than 5 mm wide, thus it overfilled the photo

cathode. A factor of approximately 2 may be explained by this mecha

nism, leaving us a factor of approximately 2 short of the calculated 

conversion efficiency. This discrepancy is within tolerance limits of 

the data used. 

The quantum conversion efficiency of the upconversion process 

with the upconverter configured for the astronomical test and 



operated with 0.3-J pump energy was approximately 10" 3, and the overall 

system quantum efficiency is approximately 10" 5. The conversion effi

ciency can be improved almost two orders of magnitude by optimizing 

the pump light feedback through the use of better flash lamp light fil

ters, and by using a smaller pump beam that is possible with better 

guiding provisions and a shorter focal length telescope. Also, the 

transmission and coupling of upconverted radiation to the PM tube 

photocathode could ultimately be improved by a factor of approximately 

8. Hence a system quantum efficiency of approximately 10~2 could 

ultimately be achieved by the Nd:YAG pumped upconverter when used for 

astronomical observations. 

5.4.3. The Walkoff Effect 

No attempt was made to photograph the 0.81-ym upconverted beam. 

Using the data given in Table 5.2 and the phase-match angle calculated 

from that data, Eq. (3.41) predicts that x = 22.2°. Hence the walkoff 

angle p is 3.02°, and the displacement of the upconverted and pump 

beams at the exit face of the LiI03 crystal is 2.63 mm. Since this 

displacement is about one pump beam diameter, the walkoff effect has 

a much smaller effect on this upconverter than on the ruby laser 

pumped system. As pointed out in section 3.6, the walkoff effect re

duces the conversion efficiency when the upconverter has low conver

sion efficiency and enhances it when the conversion efficiency is high. 

Hence the large pump beam size of this upconverter, which caused it 

to operate at low efficiency, is advantageous when the walkoff effect 

is considered. 



5.4.4. Limiting Excess Noise 

Due to the broad spectral response of the Nd:YAG pumped upcon-

verter, the limiting noise will ultimately be the background thermal 

radiation of the surroundings. However, to achieve that level of 

sensitivity in practice a number of excess noise sources had to be 

eliminated. With only the pump light feedback mirror and the polar

izing prism in the upconverted beam, the GaAs PM tube was detecting 

the laser pump radiation. The addition of a 1.06-ym high-reflecting 

filter in the beam path solved that problem. 

A more difficult excess noise problem involved stray flash 

lamp light. This is a particularly difficult problem for upconversion 

of ir signals in the 3-ym to 5-ym region because the upconverted 

radiation is in the 0.8-ym to 0.87-ym range. Xenon flash lamps have 

a very rich spectrum in that spectral region, hence the adoption of 

krypton flash lamps with their lower output in the 0.85-ijm region 

would help. Stray light can be removed by simply inserting filters for 

it anywhere in the laser pump beam, provided they are not behind the 

nonlinear crystal and thus in the upconverted beam. Since GaAs 

photocathodes are very sensitive from the uv to about 0.95 ym, the 

filters must have little transmission to that wavelength range and 

then have nearly perfect transmission to the 1.064-ym laser radiation. 

A thin GaAs wafer was tried and found to have too low transmission at 

the laser wavelength even when AR coated. We concluded that thin film 

dielectric filters are the only type that could have the required 

characteristics. 
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A number of attempts to evaporate a flash lamp radiation di

electric filter were made. The substrate used was a 2-in. by 2-in. 

square, 3-mm-thick Schott RG 715 color glass that was AR coated on one 

side for the pump wavelength. A filter was obtained that had better 

than 98% transmission to the laser pump radiation, but it blocked radia

tion only for A < 0.88 ym. This filter also was easily burned by 

the intense laser pump radiation. Another attempt resulted in a fil

ter with about the same cutoff wavelength but only 81% transmission to 

the pump. Due to time and funding limitations, we settled for a fil

ter that had 91% transmission to the laser pump when placed at 20° 

incidence angle to the beam. This filter cutoff at 0.93 ym and did 

not burn in the pump beam. We are confident that the ideal filter 

characteristic can be achieved. Such an effort should be given top 

priority because the need to place a number of these filters in the 

pump beam to reduce the flash lamp stray light to acceptable limits 

destroys much of the advantage of the nonlinear medium cavity. 

With stray flash lamp light reduced, the remaining noise 

appeared to be due to thermal background. However, the sensitivity of 

the system was further improved by placing a beam restricting slit in 

the upconverted beam. The long dimension of the slit was set vertical 

to match the upconverted beam shape. This suggests that thermal back

ground sources were present that were outside the 3.3° FOV of the 

upconverter. 

Due to the 4.3-ym absorption in LiI03 material, this excess 

thermal background probably originates within the LiI03 material. 



High absorption implies high emissivity, thus in the 4.3-ym spectral 

region we have the equivalent of a room temperature blackbody inside 

the crystal. The thermal radiation from this ir source colinearly and 

noncolinearly phase matches with the pump radiation to produce upcon-

verted radiation that is not related to the thermal radiation within 

the FOV of the upconverter; thus it is excess noise. As pointed out 

in section 4.3.1, the 4.3-ym absorption in LiI03 is not believed to be 

intrinsic to the material. Top priority in future work should be given 

to eliminating the absorption. In the meantime, the problem can be 

controlled through the use of slits and bandpass filters in the upcon-

verted beam path. Cooling the LiI03 crystal will also help. The 

4.3-ym absorption excess noise source should not be nearly as detri

mental for an ir upconverter spectrometer, since the excess thermal 

radiation will tend to upconvert most strongly at 0.85-ym (0.85 ym 

corresponds to the 4.3-ym absorption wavelength when upconverted). 

That ir wavelength region has low atmospheric transmission, so at least 

for ground-based astronomical applications, this is not a serious 

drawback. 

Finally, a form of random excess noise results from dust 

particles that are incinerated by the laser pump beam. This problem 

can be controlled by cleanliness. Care must also be taken that the 

pump beam does not heat components in its path since the upconverter 

can easily detect the thermal radiation from such heated sources. 
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5.5. Summary of Experimental Results 

Laboratory experiments with the ruby and Nd:YAG lasers indi

cated that their power output was in low-order transverse modes. The 

Nd:YAG laser was superior because it could generate more than 1-J 

energy per pulse at a very high duty cycle and was not subject to 

relaxation oscillations. 

The ruby laser pumped upconverter was more convenient to use 

for initial upconverter experimentation. The spectral bandwidth was 

approximately 25 K at 3.4 pm. Also, with it, the overconversion 

phenomenon was observed for the first time. Calculation and quantita

tive measurement indicated that a quantum conversion efficiency be

tween 0.5 and 1.0 was achieved with this upconverter. 

The Nd:YAG pumped upconverter was found to have a noncritical 

frequency phase-matched spectral bandwidth of 1.81 ym. The FOV for 

thermal radiation was 3.3°. The maximum quantum conversion efficiency 

achieved was about 10"2 when pumped with a large cross section laser 

beam. This upconverter could operate at a 6% duty cycle. The most 

troublesome excess noise source proved to be stray light from the 

laser flash lamp. 



CHAPTER 6 

ASTRONOMICAL TEST 

6.1. General Discussion 

For astronomical application, the Nd:YAG pumped upconverter 

was assembled on a 2%-ft by 6-ft lightweight optical bench in the 

very large coud6 room of the 90-in. Steward Observatory telescope 

located on Kitt Peak. 

The NdrYAG pumped upconverter was chosen for the astronomical 

test even though the conversion efficiency of the ruby pumped upcon

verter was superior. Since all known bright astronomical objects are 

thermal sources in the infrared, they are cw and have broadband 

spectra. As a consequence, the Nd:YAG pumped upconverter could be a 

factor of 4000 more efficient for the detection of cw broadband 

sources because the product SDQ, the spectral bandwidth, duty cycle, 

and quantum conversion efficiency must be used as the figure of merit. 

For the ruby pumped upconverter, SDQ = 2.5 x 10"3 ym x 1 x 10"3 sec x 

3 x 10~2 x 0.5 sec-1 x 0.5 = 1.9 x 10"8 ym. The 1 x 10"3 sec factor 

is the laser pulse duration, the 3 x 10"2 factor accounts for the duty 

cycle of the spiking, and we assumed a quantum conversion efficiency 

of 0.5 to allow for a large pump beam cross section in the crystal. 

For the Nd:YAG pumped upconverter, SDQ = 1.3 ym x 2 x 10"3 sec x 

30 sec"3- x 10"3 = 7.8 x 10~5 ym. 

98 
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Section 6.2 treats the optical alignment of the upconverter 
\ 

with the optical axis of the telescope. A detailed alignment pro

cedure is described. Analysis presented later in this chapter indi

cates that the alignment was adequate. 

Statistical techniques and long integration times must be 

employed to detect astronomical sources in the ir. The signal avail

able to the upconverter from the visually bright star Sirius (a C Ma: 

AO-V, mv = -1.44) is about 3 x 109 photons/sec. This photon flux is 

based on reasonable assumed values for optical parameters of the 90-in. 

telescope and absolute flux data given by Johnson (p. 193).1+7 In the 

previous chapter we calculated that the thermal radiation flux in the 

FOV of the upconverter from an ice slide was approximately 1010 photons/ 

sec. Hence, for ir astronomical detection, there are two signals that 

must be considered. One is the input from the object (signal), and the 

other is the thermal background (noise) against which the object must 

be detected. Section 6.3 considers basic statistical principles that 

underlie ir astronomical detection techniques. 

Section 6.4 describes how observational data were acquired and 

analyzed. Important statistical properties of representative observa

tions are summarized in tabular form for each night of observation. 

The summarized data as well as additional data are analyzed so the 

performance of the upconverter between various nights can be compared. 

Section 6.5 concludes this chapter with a detailed comparison 

of the performance of the upconverter relative to a standard ir 
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astronomical detection system. This comparison very clearly indicates 

the shortcomings of applying an upconverter to ir broadband photometric 

problems. It also indicates that mode matching and alignment of the 

upconverter with the telescope was good. Hence future laboratory 

success with upconverter spectroscopy and image detection should result 

in excellent performance at the telescope. 

6.2. Alignment of the Upconverter with the Telescope 

Optical alignment of the upconverter with the telescope optical 

axis was an area of great concern. Alignment tolerances were not known 

precisely because an upconverter had not previously been operated suc

cessfully at a telescope. Also, the situation was quite different 

from the laboratory environment where small ir sources could be easily 

manipulated. The nearest equivalent to the telescope alignment con

ditions was the laboratory test with the 3.39-;jm laser source, which 

produced a narrow pencil beam that is similar to the nominal f/30 beam 

at the coud<5 focus of the 90-in. telescope. Alignment of the 3.39-pm 

laser source with respect to the upconverter proved to be tedious in 

the laboratory. The alignment is difficult because the 3.39-ym laser 

beam must overlap (±1.0 mm) and be parallel (±1°) to the 1.064-ym 

laser pump beam before upconversion can be detected. When some upcon-

version is achieved, optical alignment can be perfected by an iterative 

process that maximizes the upconverted signal. 

At the telescope, this technique could not be used because the 

bulk of the upconverted signal was due to thermal background. The 
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moon was the only astronomical object readily available during the run 

that could produce an obvious increase in the count relative to the 

background count. The moon is an extended source, so it is not suit

able for optimizing the optical alignment of the upconverter with the 

telescope. Alignment using an ir stellar source was not possible owing 

to the lack of rapid statistical data reduction capability. 

Another difference between laboratory alignment and telescope 

alignment procedure is the fact that the ir source, namely the tele

scope itself, cannot be easily manipulated as the ir laser source was 

in the laboratory. To achieve optical alignment with the telescope, 

the entire optical bench on which the upconverter is assembled must 

be manipulated. This required providing precision bench support 

mechanical motions. Therefore, casters were placed on two of the 

three variable length support legs of the bench. The third leg was 

removed and support was provided by a shaft that could be raised or 

lowered by a hydraulic jack. The top of the shaft was fitted with a 

large bearing that contacted the bottom of the optical bench directly 

below the nonlinear crystal. With that pivot point, it is possible 

to rotate the nonlinear crystal in the plane of the floor and about an 

axis defined by the laser pump beam in the crystal. These rudimentary 

adaptations proved to be remarkably effective. The position of the 

optical bench was monitored by projecting a He-Ne laser beam from the 

bench onto the telescope pier. If the bench was bumped, it always 

returned to its previous position. 
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The optical bench rested on a heavy stationary steel plate that 

was supported by vibration-free posts projecting through the coud£ 

room floor. The ideal focal ratio beam for the upconverter was less 

than f/22 (1/0.045 rad). Unfortunately, the location of the plate in 

the coud6 room resulted in an f/40 beam from the telescope. Operating 

at f/40 probably contributed, to a large extent, to the excessive 

thermal background found at the coudfi focus of this telescope. Also, 

the six-mirror arrangement used in this telescope introduces more ther

mal background noise than the commonly used five-mirror configuration. 

However, the difference is small compared to the other noise source. 

Two one-week-duration observing runs in bright moon were 

scheduled for early August and early September, 1973. The first run 

was not productive owing to the typical summer cloud conditions at 

Kitt Peak and because of inexperience in operating the device at a 

telescope. Also, during the early phase of that run, it was discovered 

that the coud£ feed of the telescope was grossly misaligned. Among 

other things, the sixth mirror was positioned too high on its support 

pedestal. In the process of correcting these problems, an optical 

alignment procedure for the upconverter was developed. 

The alignment procedure is as follows. The laser pump beam 

is aligned to run parallel to the optical bench surface and sides, 

with the nonlinear crystal adjusted so the normal to its optical sur

faces is coaxial with the pump beam. A low divergence He-Ne alignment 

laser is positioned where the PM tube would be located so its beam is 

coaxial with the upconverter pump beam. The dichroic beamsplitter is 
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removed, thus permitting the He-Ne laser beam to propagate through the 

coud6 feed of the telescope. From previous telescope alignment infor

mation, the exact location of the telescope optical axis at the sixth 

mirror of the feed is known. This position is not quite the center of 

the mirror because of an imperfection in the mechanical mount of the 

fourth mirror of the feed. The He-Ne laser beam is placed at the 

appropriate position on the sixth mirror by moving the optical bench. 

That mirror is then adjusted so that the beam strikes the center of 

the fifth mirror, which is outlined with masking tape; hence the beam 

can be reflected off the center of the mirror. With the coud£ secon

dary mirror of the telescope in position, the adjustments for the sixth 

mirror and the optical bench are iterated to keep the He-Ne laser beam 

at the proper positions on the sixth and fifth mirrors while bringing 

the beam to the center of the secondary, which also is marked with 

tape. When this is achieved with sufficient precision, the return 

beam from the secondary is found in the vicinity of the upconverter. 

The final requirement is to center the return beam on the He-Ne align

ment laser with vujy slight adjustments of the optical bench supports. 

To help preserve the alignment, another He-Ne laser is used to monitor 

the position of the sixth mirror of the feed. With the system aligned 

as described above, the focused beam from the telescope will be coaxial 

with the laser pump beam in the nonlinear crystal when an astronomical 

object is guided to the optical axis of the telescope. 

The dichroic beamsplitter is now replaced and adjusted so that 

the He-Ne alignment beam follows the same path it followed before the 
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beamsplitter was removed. A useful modification would be to make the 

dichroic beamsplitter about 50% transmitting to the He-Ne laser beam. 

Then if components are arranged so that the He-Ne alignment beam can 

be easily introduced along the pump beam path, it would be possible to 

periodically monitor the alignment of the upconverter with the tele

scope optical axis. Modification of the He-Ne alignment laser so that 

it radiates from both ends of the device and so that is will lase at 

3.39 ym would also be helpful. It would then be possible to upconvert 

the 3.39-ym radiation returned by the coud6 secondary mirror. Optimi

zation of the optical alignment with the telescope could then be ac

complished with the iterative procedure used in laboratory alignment 

with the 3.39-ym laser source. 

6.3. Statistical Considerations 

As pointed out in the general discussion that introduces this 

chapter, ir astronomical observations involve the detection of a weak 

desired signal (object) against a strong background signal (sky). 

Since statistical uncertainties are associated with radiation flux 

measurements, even when they are made with a perfect detector, statis

tical factors must be considered when treating ir astronomical signal 

detection. 

It is useful to define the following statistical terms: 

c sample 

XI, X2> •••> Xn = samples that constitute an integration 

= set (x^ 
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n = number of samples in a set 

n 
X = average value of a sample in a set, £ X-/n 

i=l 1 

cf2 = variance of an infinite set, 

I (xA - X) 

n-x» 

Bc = Bessel's correction, [n/(n - 1)] 

S2 = sample variance of a finite set, Bccr2 

S = standard deviation, (S2)2 

S- = standard deviation of the mean, S/^ii 
X 

P = Poisson indicator, S/Zjf . 

The following symbols represent samples of 

0s = obj ect + sky 

s = sky 

R = room (cardboard slide) 

I = ice slide 

= glowbar + background. 

In the infrared the signal 0g (object + sky) is detected when 

the object is observed. Therefore, an independent sky measurement 

must also be made so that the difference sample 0. = 0~ - s. may be 
1 1 

derived. An observation therefore is the set of difference samples 

' ®2» •••» = {0^}- The average value 0 and the standard devia

tion S of the observation are calculated from the set {Ch}. S is also 

known as the root mean square (RMS) value of deviations from the mean. 
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The signal-to-noise (S/N) for the observation is 

A = O/S. (6.1) 

Infrared background radiation is variable because the telescope 

and atmospheric emission and absorption are variable. Therefore, it is 

essential to complete measurements of the sample Ch rapidly relative 

to the time variability of the background. Generally, telescopes used 

for ir observations employ "wobbling" secondaries that permit the 

object and adjacent sky to be sampled in rapid succession by slightly 

tilting the secondary mirror of the telescope. At Kitt Peak National 

Observatory (KPNO), the 50-in. and 84-in. reflectors are so equipped; 

sky 30 arc min north and south of the object can be sampled at up to 

30 Hz. The north-south sampling assists in averaging out sky and 

telescope asymmetries. 

Standard ir detectors are not capable of photon counting, 

hence their electrical output is in analog form. Low level electrical 

signal detection requires an ac signal to avoid the dc drift problems 

of high gain amplifiers. Since the wobbling secondary chops the light 

signal to the detector at a typical 10 Hz rate, the required ac signal 

is produced, and the difference between Os and s is measured every 

200 msec. At KPNO a measurement is defined1+8 by _ 

north r fr. south , souths , south, „ ^ n . . , . , £ s - I~(0 +s ) + s ]=2x0; this is derived from 

a lock-in amplifier that is phase-locked to the wobbling secondary. 

The lock-in amplifier integrates the measurements for 20 sec, and its 

output is the sample 0^, which is digitized and stored by an on-line 

computer. An observation consists of a set of 10 samples {0^} and 
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the total integration time is 200 sec. The average value and the 

standard deviation of the set are calculated by the computer. 

secondary equipped telescope because the pump laser can be pulsed as 

fast as 30 PPS. It could be synchronized with the wobble rate, and 

the output of the photon counter could be coupled directly to a com

puter. However, the current state of development of the upconverter 

requires the laboratory type environment that one finds at the coud£ 

focus of a telescope. Since we did not have access to a telescope 

with a wobbling secondary on its coud£ feed, the only option left 

(besides constructing a focal plane wobbler, which is inferior) was to 

observe and record the set {0S^} and then guide to adjacent sky to 

observe and record the set {s^}. The average value for the object 0' 

is then calculated from the average values 6g and s, where 

The sample variances of the sets are also calculated and combined to 

yield the standard deviation of the mean 

This quantity predicts the expected deviation of the mean value of many 

observations taken under identical conditions (p. 56).1+9 The S/N for 

upconverter observations or, perhaps more precisely, the sigma is 

The upconverter would operate very nicely with a wobbling 

01 (6 .2 )  

(6.3) 

(6.4) 
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This is the nearest approximation to Eq. (6.1) that can be obtained 

from observations made without a wobbling secondary equipped telescope. 

Variations of the background during measurements of 0g and s will in

crease Sq and thus decrease A. Short-term variations could result in 

unreliable data. The wobbling secondary detection procedure minimizes 

the effect of rapid background variations. 

If the upconverter were actually an ideal pulse counting-de

tector, the S/N for a set {x^} would be S/N ~ since the statistics 

would be Poisson. The quantity P, the Poisson indicator, is useful 

for determining the departure, if any, of the statistics from the ex-

— 

pected Poisson distribution, which implies that S_ - (0 ) , so 
us s 

(S/N) - (5 )2. P = 1.0 suggests a Poisson distribution for the upcon-

verted photon counting statistics. The integration time T for a 

measurement is the product nt, where t = 2 x 10"3 sec, the duration of 

upconversion during a flash lamp pulse. The total integration time 

required for an observation to obtain the quantity 0' generally is 2T 

because equal integration time was typically given to the 0s and s 

measurements. 

6.4. Observational Results 

The second observing run took place during the nights of Sep

tember 8th through September 14th. The weather was generally very 

good. The author was aided by two astronomers. Dr. S. P. Maran was 

present for the entire run and Prof. H. W. Epps joined us on the 

second night. 
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6.4.1. Data Acquisition and Processing 

Little thought was given to data handling before the observing 

run. The intention was to statistically analyze paper tape recorded 

data after the run. Starting with the second night, pulse count data 

were analyzed in real time with the aid of a HP45 pocket calculator. 

The calculator features statistical functions that permit very effi

cient determinations of the mean value and standard deviation of data 

entered. By operating the pump laser at a h PPS rate, it was possible 

to determine these important statistical properties of a set of mea

surements that constituted an observation by calling the count for a 

given pulse of the laser across the room to the calculator manipulator. 

It was soon discovered that these operations had to be carried out in 

near total darkness. 

Some of the data were recorded on paper tape and analyzed after 

the run. Unfortunately, the paper tape printer proved to be somewhat 

erratic at times. Approximately 20% of the paper tape recorded data 

is unusable for this reason. Fortunately, data analysis in real time 

using the HP45 calculator provided an alternative for data handling. 

At times the paper tape recorded data were taken in an accumulation 

mode so the average value for a given integration could be determined 

with little effort. However, the determination of the standard devia

tion of that data requires a great deal of extra effort. 

Data acquisition for a given observation proceeded as follows. 

A visually bright object would be acquired and directed into an iris 

diaphragm located at the ir signal input end of the upconverter. The 
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iris size was adjusted so that it was slightly larger than the FOV of 

the upconverter. Guiding was accomplished visually >y keeping the 

object in the hole defined by the iris diaphragm. On the fourth night 

a reticle eyepiece was added to the system. Star light reflected by 

the dichroic beamsplitter was used for guiding and proved to be very 

satisfactory. However, a larger dichroic beamsplitter would have been 

helpful because the FOV was limited by it. When a sufficient number 

of samples was recorded, the object was moved off the hole and the 

same number of samples was recorded for adjacent sky. At times data 

would be recorded with a card blocking the signal beam since there was 

usually little difference in count rate for that mode and blank sky. 

Periodically the performance of the upconverter independent of the 

telescope would be determined by taking data on a glowbar source or 

an "ice slide," which consisted of a frozen block of "blue ice." 

Data were analyzed in real time during the observing run using 

a HP45 calculator and they required little further analysis. The 

individual values of the samples of that data were not normally re

corded; hence only the mean value, standard deviation, and the number 

of samples for a particular observation are available. Some data were 

recorded on paper tape and were statistically analyzed after the ob

serving run using a program written for the HP9100B desk calculator. 

6.4.2. Summary of Results 

Representative observational results are given in Tables 6.1 

through 6.6. Time during the night increases from left to right. 
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Definitions for the symbols used may be found in section 6.3. In each 

_ in
case P = Sqs/(0s)2. N is the total number of observations attempted 

and is the total number of samples included in N. The results for 

night III are also published elsewhere50 since the results represent a 

significant advance in the state of the art of ir upconversion. 

In the tables a note indicates whether the Sapcom or the SSR 

pulse amplifier was employed in the photon counting system. The 

detection quantum efficiency of the PM tube appears to be better by 

more than a factor of 2 with the SSR amplifier, which has three times 

greater electrical bandwidth than the Sapcom amplifier. The improve

ment is achieved without appreciable increase in the dark count, and 

is probably due to the bandwidth differences of the amplifiers. It 

therefore appears that even at low photon rates a large bandwidth 

pulse amplifier is required for upconverted photons. On the other 

hand, the Poisson indicator P is normally larger when the SSR amplifier 

is used, thus upconverted photon statistics seem to be a function of 

the electrical bandwidth of the detector. The standard deviation of 

the upconverted photons seems to obey the following power law; S^ -

• 4" (7 
(N)2 B where g - 0.2. Thus the upconverted photon statistics are not 

quite Poisson. It is interesting to note that (AA^./ 2  h ^ A g  ~ 

0 . 2 .  

The question of the theoretical quantum statistics of non

linear optics was treated in a general manner by Shen.51 Particulari-

zation of Shen's results would be desirable so that the variance of up-

converted photons could be predicted. 



Table 6.1. Representative Results for Night IIa 

Obj ect n 
5s 

s R P 0' Ab 
T 

(msec) N En 

Moon 23 87.3 
± 2.5 

80.9 
± 2.1 

84.1 
± 1.4 

1.3 6.4 
± 3.2 

2.0 46 1 23 

Mars 295 82.3 
± 0.6 

81.9 
± 0.6 

81.9 
± 0.6 

1.14 00 o
 

O
 +1 0.4 590 2 1163 

a Aur 187 84.4 
± 0.8 

87.6 
± 0.9 

— 1 . 2 4  -3.2 
± 1.2 

2.7 374 1 187 

a Tau 261 85.2 
± 0.7 

84.8 
± 0.7 

85.2 
± 0.8 

1.29 0.3 
± 1.0 

0.3 532 1 261 

a Ori 306 82.5 
± 0.7 

86.3 
± 0.7 

85.2 
± 0.7 

1.27 -3.8 
± 1.0 

3.8 612 3 410 

a  Ori 57 65.5 
± 1.3 

62.9 
± 1.5 

61.7 
± 1.1 

1.26 2.6 
± 1.4 

1.3 114 

Si 
Sapcom pulse amplifier used. 

^A is (S/N) achieved in integration time T. 

i 



Table 6.2. Representative Results for Night IIIa 

Ob j ect n 0 
s 

s R P 0' Ab 
T 

(msec) N En 

Glowbar0 7 639.4 
± 44 

- - 201.9 
± 13.4 

3.61 437.6 
± 46.0 

9.5 14 — — 

Glowbar 7 1274.4 
± 65.4 

— 386.3 
± 24.9 

4.85 888.1 
± 70.0 

12.7 14 — - -

Venus'* 25 425.4 
± 3.8 

382.5 
± 14.7 

— — 43.0 
± 15.1 

2.8 50 4 100 

Moon 26 399.1 
± 13.2 

— 371.5 
± 9.6 

3.37 27.6 
± 16.3 

1.7 52 7 254 

a Ori 50 162.9 
± 4.0 

150.7 - - 2.22 12.2 
± 5.5 

2.2 100 5 250 

a Tau 50 165.7 
± 4.4 

156.2 
± 3.8 

— 2.39 9.5 
± 5.8 

1.6 100 4 200 

a C Ma 50 159.8 
± 4.2 

157.5 
± 4.2 

— 2.38 2.3 
± 6.0 

0.4 100 2 100 

£ 
SSR pulse amplifier used except where noted: for Glowbar 0 = G, . 
b- s b 
A is CS/N) achieved in integration time T. 

c 
Sapcom pulse amplifier. 

^Data averaged in groups of five. 



Table 6.3. Representative Results for Night IVa 

Obj ect n 0 
s 

s R P 0' 
-b 
A 

T 
(msec) N Zn 

Glowbar 9 2696.1 
± 73.3 

— 143. 
± 7. 

8 

7 
4.24 2552.3 

± 73.7 
34.6 18 — — 

Ice slide 44 130.4 

± 4.1 
— 149. 

± 4. 
7 

. 7  

2.38 -19.2 
± 6.2 

3.1 88 — - -

NGC 1068° 100 173.2 
± 3.0 

163.7 
± 2.6 

- - 2.32 9.4 
± 4.0 

2.3 200 10 1000 

p Per 7 158.4 
± 9.0 

155.7 
± 6.8 

- - 1.90 2.7 
± 11.5 

0.23 14 13 1207 

a Ori 48 164.4 
± 3.5 

167.7 
± 4.5 

- - 1.88 -3.2 
± 5.7 

0.56 96 1 48 

3, ~ 
SSR pulse amplifier used; for Gowbar 0 
b ^ 
A is CS/N) achieved in integration time 

CLaser rate @4 PPS. 

= G, ; for Ice Slide 0 = I. 
b' s 

T. 



Table 6.4. Representative Results for Night Va 

T 
Object n 0s s R P 0' A (msec) N Zn 

Glowbar 50 647.4 — 39.5 1.33 607.9 123.6 100 
± 4.8 ± 1.2 ± 4.9 

a Her 100 36.9 35.8 -- 1.01 1.1 1.3 200 4 427 
±  0 . 6  ±  0 . 6  ±  0 . 8  

a Her 200 36.7 35.6 -- 1.01 1.1 1.8 400 
±0.4 ±0.4 ±0.6 

Moon 50 40.8 — 37.2 1.06 3.6 2.8 100 48 1348 
± 1.0 ± 0.8 ± 1.3 

Moon 50 41.4 — 36.5 1.05 4.9 4.0 100 
±  1 . 0  ±  0 . 8  ±  1 . 2  

Moon 50 43.6 — 34.5 1.20 9.1 6.8 100 
± 1.1 ± 0.7 ± 1.2 

a Ori 50 32.8 31.6 -- 0.92 1.2 1.0 100 4 200 
± 0.9 ± 0.8 + 1.2 

Glowbar 50. 698.6 — 31.4 1.15 667.1 152.6 100 
± 4.3 ± 0.7 ± 4.4 

Ice slide 50 26.8 — 31.4 1.18 -4.7 4.1 100 
± 0.9 ± 0.7 ± 1.1 

cL __ __ _ 
Sapcom pulse amplifiter used; for Gowbar 0s = G^; for Ice Slide 0=1. 
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Table 6.5. Representative Results for Night VI 

Obj ect n 0 
s 

i R P O' Ab 
T 

(msec) N En 

Glowbar 50 407.3 
± 7.4 

- - 43.9 
± 1.4 

2 .59 363.3 
± 7.5 

48.2 100 — — 

a Ori 100 43.8 
± 1.0 

43.2 
± 0.7 

— 1 .23 0.62 
± 1.1 

0.56 200 6 300 

a Ori 100 43.4 
± 0.8 

43.2 
± 0.8 

— 1 .29 0.2 
± 1.2 

0.17 200 — — 

Ice slide 50 39.7 

± 1.1 
— 44.9 

± 1.1 
1  .23 -5.2 

± 1.56 
3.33 100 — — 

Moon 50 46.8 
± 1.0 

43.0 
± 1.1 

— 1  .07 3.9 
± 1.5 

2.6 100 1 50 

3, M _ _ 
Sapcom pulse amplifier used; for Gowbar 0g = G^; for Ice Slide 0g = I. 

bA is (S/N) achieved in integration time T. 



Table 6.6. Representative Results for Night VIIa 

•h T 

Object n 0 s R P 0' A (msec) N En 

Glowbar 50 832.1 — 39.9 2.85 792.2 74.7 100 
± 10.5 ± 1.2 ± 10.6 

Glowbar 50 1901.6 -- 141.9 4.30 1759.7 65.9 100 

± 26.5 ± 2.7 ± 26.7 

Glowbar 25 2572.0 -- 152.0 4.88 2420.1 48.5 50 

± 49.5 ± 5.9 ± 49.9 

Moon 50 169.7 152.7 2.16 17.0 3.1 100 3 125 
± 3.4 ± 3.7 ± 5.3 

Ice slide 50 135.4 — 152.7 2.23 -17.3 3.3 100 

± 3.7 ± 3.7 ± 5.30 

0 Peg 50 149.8 158.1 -- 2.13 -8.3 1.7 100 
± 3.7 ± 3.2 ± 4.9 

Glowbar 50 2784.9 — 161.2 4.73 2623.7 73.9 100 
± 35.3 ± 3.8 ± 35.5 

Glowbar 50 2982.4 — 161.4 5.09 2821.0 71.5 100 
± 39.3 ± 3.5 ± 39.5 



Table 6.6. (Continued)a 

-h T 

Object n Og 5 R P 0' A (msec) N Zn 

Glowbar 50 2919.5 — 162.8 5.10 2756.6 70.4 100 
±38.9 ±3.7 ±39.1 

Moon 25 180.5 -- 160.8 1.77 19.7 2.6 50 
± 4.8 ± 6.0 ± 7.6 

Moon 50 178.7 160.9 — 2.45 17.9 2.8 100 
±4.6 ±4.4 ±6.4 

o OriC 50 169.0 162.6 — 2.26 6.4 1.1 100 1 50 
± 4.2 ± 4.3 ± 6.0 

Clouds 50 163.6 -- — 1.68 -- — 100 
± 3.0 

3. — — 
SSR pulse amplifier used except where noted. For Glowbar 0S = G^; for Ice Slide 
0S = I. 0S values in the £ Peg area are plotted in Fig. 6.2. 

^A is (S/N) ach.i red in integration time T. 

Clouds forming. 
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6.4.3. Night-to-Night Comparison of Performance 

The performance of the upconverter during the observing run, 

independent of the telescope, can be determined by plotting the quan

tity A/v^n vs date for the glowbar data. The plot is normalized by 

dividing A by /n because, if the statistics are strictly Poisson, the 

S/N improves with the ĵ . The data are plotted in Fig. 6.1, where 

the night is indicated at the base of the figure and time during the 

night increases from left to right. In some cases more calibration 

data are used than are given in the summary found in the previous sec

tion. On night II no calibration data were taken. From the figure a 

general steady improvement in the performance of the upconverter is 

evident until night VI. Some of the performance was regained on 

night VII. 

A review of the data in section 6.4.2 indicates that our best 

observations of a Ori occurred on night III. The S/N (normalized to 

4-msec integration time) for typical a Ori data is summarized in Table 

6.7, where the (-) indicates the sky was brighter than the object. 

This is a condition that occurred on night VII with observations of 

$ Peg and is analyzed in detail later in this section. 

Table 6.7. Summary of Typical Normalized S/N 
for the a Ori Observations vs Night 

VII 
II III IV _V VI (clouds) 

1//Z (-)/0.17 0.31 (-) 0.14 0.08 0.16 
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(SO) 

(SO) 

(27) 

(22) C9) fSO). (50J(S_0 

'(SO) 

(2S) 

l(2S) 
(SO) (SO) 

(2S) 

20 .0  

t 
D>« 

1 0 . 0  

s.o 

NIGHT 

. 6.1. Normalized S/N of Glowbar Measurements vs Night During 
Observing Run. Quantity in Parentheses is the Number of 

Samples n per Measurement. 
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The upconverter was operating very well on the fourth and 

fifth nights, but it was not detecting stars well. This was the result 

of a telescope mirror washing exercise that took place during the day 

before the fourth night. The primary, secondaries, and third coud6 

mirror were washed. The third coud6 mirror was removed from its mount 

and replaced. When replaced, it did not assume its previous position. 

A tell-tale sign that the coudfi feed optical alignment had been spoiled 

was the appearance of the out-of-focus image, which indicated that the 

primary was being 40% vignetted. Also, when a stellar image was 

guided to where the optical axis should have been, the image showed 

considerable aberration in going through focus. These symptoms were 

present before the coud6 feed was aligned for this observing run. The 

next day permission was obtained to attempt to adjust the third mirror 

that night using a bright star. In doing so we were able to reduce the 

vignetting to about 20%. As the a Ori data for night V indicate, this 

apparently was not adequate alignment in view of the fact that on that 

night the upconverter was functioning very well (see Fig. 6.1). 

In the summary data for night V (section 6.4.2), note that the 

moon was detected successively better for observations that were made 

progressively later in time. This reflects improvements made by ad

justing the sixth coud6 mirror to optimize moon detection in real time, 

which could be done because the moon is a bright extended source. How

ever, the procedure did not seem to optimize detection of stellar 

sources, as the a Ori data in the summary indicate. Further tests of 
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the procedure should be performed since the coudg feed was not properly-

aligned when this procedure was attempted. 

The next day we decided to realign the coud£ feed, and the up-

converter relative to it, limiting adjustments to the third mirror of 

the feed. The third mirror was aligned by placing a He-Ne laser in 

the polar axis tube of the telescope so that the alignment beam fol

lowed the optical axis as defined by the center of the fifth miror and 

the proper point on the sixth mirror. The laser was then removed and 

the upconverter, for all practical purposes, was completely dis

assembled and aligned with the telescope as described in section 6.2. 

The flash lamp for the pump laser was changed because this was an 

opportune time to do so, even though its physical appearance was good. 

We were ready to observe at about 3:00 a.m., and as the summary data 

for night VI show, the results were not good. This was the case be

cause the upconverter was not performing well, as Fig. 6.1 indicates. 

The poor upconverter performance can be attributed to our extreme state 

of exhaustion. The many adjustments and interactions required to bring 

the upconverter to peak performance, at least while in its current 

state of development, require a clear mind and steady hand. 

On night VII, the performance of the upconverter was comparable 

to its performance on nights III and IV, however, £ Peg could not be 

detected relative to adjacent sky. North of g Peg, the sky was usually 

brighter. We spent 5 hours scanning the area around 3 Peg. Figure 

6.2 presents the puzzling results of the area scan. The abscissa 
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1 10:10 12 11:50 23 (0:S8) 
2 10:20 13 11:55 24 (1:03) 

3 10:23 .14 12:00 25 (1:06) 

4 10:35 15 12:05 26 (1:08) 

5 10:40 16 12:25 27 (1:11) 

6 11:05 17 12:30 28 (1:35) 

7 11:10 18 00:41 29 (1:51) 

8 11:15 19 (0:42) 30 (2:08) 

9 11:20 20 (0:50) 31 (2:12) 

10 11:24 21 (0:53) 32 (2:15) 

11 11:30 22 (0:55) 33 (2:18) (0:55) 
34 (2:58) 

30 60 90 120 

DIRECTION REUTIVE TO 6 PEG (arc sec) 

150 180 

Fig. 6.2 Results of the North-South Scan Relative to the 3 Peg Position. Time is MST 

Except Those in Parentheses Which are LST. x is Average Photoevent Count. 
NJ 
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represents positions along a north-south line through 3 Peg, with 

angular distance from 3 Peg measured in seconds of arc. The ordinate 

is the average count for an observation at a given position. The 

quantities in parentheses are keyed to the local sidereal time (LST) 

of the observation, and the other quantities are keyed to the mountain 

standard time (MST). Curve I estimates the trend of the MST observa

tions that were made early in the series by positioning 3 Peg visu

ally a given distance from the telescope optical axis. Curve II 

estimates the trend of the LST series of observations, which were 

made by pointing the telescope randomly from the control room, inde

pendent of the observers in the coud£ room. The positions of the 

latest LST observations may not be reliable because 3 Peg was quite 

far west when they were observed, hence atmo3pheric refraction effects 

could have been excessive. The ( )* position was corrected for re

fraction by rezeroing the telescope coordinates with a visual obser

vation of 3 Peg. This correction resulted in a difference of approxi

mately +5 in the average count for that position. The question-marked 

points indicate some doubt about time and/or position. At the left of 

the figure, card slide (room), ice slide, and cloud values are given 

with the time of the measurement. These data indicate some erratic 

changes in sensitivity. The error bars shown are typical for all the 

data. There was a trend during the night for the sensitivity of the 

upconverter to increase. It was operated differently this night from 

previous nights in that the laser was never turned off. It pulsed all 

night at a h PP3 rate. 
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On this night the weather was different from the other nights. 

At approximately 3:55 a.m. we were clouded out by what seemed to be 

spontaneously forming clouds, which started in the west. The most 

probable explanation of the puzzling results of our attempt to observe 

3 Peg is high-altitude weather conditions. The upconverter was sensi

tive in the 3.2-ym to 5.0-ym spectral region, except for the LiI03 

absorption band at 4.3 ym. It would be very sensitive to atmospheric 

conditions because of its sensitivity in the 4.7-ym region, which is 

a poor atmospheric window at best. The large difference in average 

count at the 3 Peg position (see Fig. 6.2) over a 3-hour time span 

cannot be accounted for by sensitivity changes of the upconverter. The 

fact that the 3 Peg position at about 11:00 p.m. was considerably 

cooler than the room or clouds indicates that perhaps high-altitude 

ice was in the vicinity. The erratic behavior 60 arc sec north of 3 

Peg is consistent with this explanation as are the radically different 

results, in terms of time of observation, for positions south of 3 Peg. 

On September 17, 1973, Rich Capps of Kitt Peak National Obser

vatory scanned the area 1' north of 3 Peg at 3.4-ym with the 84-in. 

reflector, which was in its wobbling secondary configuration, and 

found no source. His observational techniques were different from 

ours in that the wobbling secondary makes absolute sky flux measure

ments difficult. Also, he was not sensitive to 4.7-ym radiation, and 

his detector was not sensitive to the polarization of the flux as is 

the case with the upconverter. However, we have no residual reason 

to believe that an infrared source exists 1' north of 3 Peg. 
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6.5. Comparison of Upconverter with a Standard ir System 

The a Ori S/N achieved by the upconverter on the third night 

(A = 2.2 with 2T = 0.2 sec) will be compared in this section with the 

S/N achieved in the L band (3.4- fjm atmospheric window) by the KPNO 

50-in. reflector in the wobbling secondary mode. This comparison is 

useful because it provides a determination of how well the upconverter 

was coupled to the ir signal radiation from the telescope. Thus the 

degree of success in mode matching the upconverter, as well as the 

success in optically aligning the upconverter to the telescope, can be 

ascertained. A detailed comparison requires taking into account the 

differences in telescope aperture, integration times, detector quantum 

efficiencies, spectral bandwidths, detection schemes, etc. To do 

this, we must first determine the general law for scaling the S/N as 

a function of the average object signal 5 and the average background 

signal s. 

In section 6.3, Eq. (6.4) defined the S/N for an observation 

as 

(6.4) 

The standard deviation of the mean SQ is given by 

so = Csgs + S2)V» (6.3) 

where SQs and S| are the variances of the object plus sky and sky only 

signals, respectively. For the situation of interest here 

s (6.5) 
s 
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because we are concerned with the case where the object is much fainter 

than the average background radiation. We also assumed Poisson sta-

2 — 
tistics, so Ss - s. With these assumptions, the S/N is 

A - 0 ' / ( 2 s - ) h .  (6.6) 

Most factors to be scaled cause 0' and s to be affected equally, hence 

the net result is a S/N change that varies directly with the square 

root of the scaled factor. 

We start by scaling the telescope apertures. The upconverter 

has (90)2/(50)2 = 3.24 times more aperture available. The average de

tected signal is proportional to the telescope area A, whether the 

signal is from object or sky. Hence the S/N JK, and the upconverter 

system is favored by a factor (3.24)2 = 1.8. 

Next.we scale the integration time of the observations. The 

average signal detected in an integration time T is proportional to 

the time, so S/N « /T. Therefore the KPNO system is favored by a 

factor of (200/0.2) 2 = 31.6. If the sky background were varying ap

preciably, the upconverter system, which lacks a wobbling secondary, 

would be severely disadvantaged for long integrations. 

We now scale the detector quantum efficiency. The detector for 

the KPNO system was a PbS cell cooled to liquid nitrogen temperature. 

Cooled filters are used to limit the spectral response to the L band. 

The quantum efficiency of this detector system q^ is assumed to be 

approximately 0.5. The upconverter system quantum efficiency qu was 

estimated in section 5.4.2.2 to be approximately 10~5. Since the 
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average signal detected is proportional to the quantum efficiency of 

the detector, the S/N « Hence the KPNO system is favored by a 

factor of (0.5/10~5)2 = 224. This factor could be decreased by more 

than an order of magnitude with improvements of the upconverter 

system cited previously. 

The upconverter is a polarized detector; hence it is sensitive 

to half the radiation to which the KPNO system is sensitive. This 

favors the KPNO system by a factor of /2 = 1.4. 

The average value of the detected signal varies directly with 

the spectral bandwidth AX of the detector. Therefore, the S/N is 

proportional to JE\. The upconverter was sensitive to radiation in 

the M band (5.0 ym) as well as the L band. The effective AX - 1 ym 

for both systems in L and AX - 0.4 ym in M for the upconverter. Scaling 

the absolute flux, as done in section 5.4.2.2, we conclude that the M 

band sensitivity of the upconverter contributes about 10% to the 

total average value of the detected signal for the a Ori observation. 

This favored the S/N of the upconverter by a factor of (1.1)2 = 1.05. 

We now estimate the difference in thermal background between 

the KPNO and upconverter systems. If we assume an ir mirror reflec

tivity of 0.95 for the KPNO system, and 0.90 for the upconverter sys

tem (lower because the coud6 feed of the Steward 90-in. telescope is 

rarely used, therefore its mirror surfaces are not maintained to as 

high a level as the ir dedicated 50-in.), the effective reflectivity 

for the two systems is (0.95)2 = 0.90 for the two-mirror feed and 

(0.90)6 = 0.44 for the six-mirror feed. Therefore the effective 



emissivities are 0.1 for KPNO and 0.56 for the upconverter. This 

results in a factor of (0.56/0.1)2 = 2.4 in favor of the KPNO system. 

The KPNO system also has special precautions taken to limit thermal 

radiation from the hole in the primary, the mirror cell, and the 

secondary spyder. The upconverter was operated with an unfavorable 

f/40 beam from the telescope, which resulted in detection of the sides 

of coudg feed tube and primary mirror cell. Hence the effective 

emissivity of the 90-in. telescope was probably greater than the 0.56 

value implied by the mirror reflectivity. During the run, very little 

difference in background count was observed between blank sky and a 

cardboard card in the signal beam, so the emissivity of the telescope 

and the card apparently were comparable. The KPNO system sees about 

five times more sky than the upconverter system because of differences 

in the focal lengths (1714.5 cm vs 9144 cm) and differences in detec

tor areas [(IT/4) (1.0 mm)2 vs (IT/4) (2.5 mm)2]. However, the bulk of 

the background for the upconverter system originated at the telescope, 

hence the sky is not an important factor in this comparison. The KPNO 

system therefore should probably be favored a factor of approximately 

three rather than 2.4. Also, the M band sensitivity of the upconverter 

increased its thermal background noise considerably. If we use the 

weighted average spectral radiance for the 273 K ice slide developed 

in section 5.4.2.2, and weigh the spectral radiance for the 4.6-pm 

region % as done before, we conclude the M band sensitivity of the 

upconverter contributed 41% of the thermal background. Not having 

this extra thermal background from M band sensitivity, the KPNO system 
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was favored a factor (1.4)2 = 1.2. The net gain for the KPNO system 

therefore is approximately 3 * 1.2 » 3.6. 

The difference in the detection schemes of the two systems is 

more difficult to scale. The KPNO system permits extremely long 

integrations, whereas the upconverter integration time is limited by 

changes in the background. The total time span of the upconverter 

observation was about 100 pulses/0.5 PPS = 200 sec. Also, 60 sec 

should be added to allow for guiding off a Ori to measure sky. On 

the third night, the observations were fairly consistent; hence the 

sky must have been moderately constant over a 5-min time span. A 

scaling factor for the difference in detection schemes therefore will 

not be included. 

The advantages for each system are summarized in Table 6.8. 

The 'table clearly indicates the relative importance of the various 

factors that affect ir observations. 

The KPNO system achieves A = 1 (la confidence level) with 200-

sec integration on a star that has an L band apparent magnitude mL = 8.50. 

a Ori, an M2 supergiant, has a visual apparent magnitude mv = 0.91. Ac

cording to Johnson (p. IDS)47 mv - mL = +4.29 for such a spectral 

type; hence mT = -3.38. Therefore, the upconverter achieved a 2.2 a 

detection on a -3.38 magnitude star with a 0.2-sec integration. It 

would have had alcr detection for a star whose L magnitude is -2.52. 

The scaled upconverter limiting magnitude is 10.7 - 2.52 = 8.18. The 

10.7 value is the magnitude equivalent of the 1.89 * 10^ "ratio of 

factors" scaling quantity given in Table 6.8. Therefore, the limiting 
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Table 6,8. Summary of Relative Favorable Scaling Factors 
for the Upconverter or KPNO 50-in. as ir Detector Systems 

Variable Upconverter KPNO 

Aperture (A) 1.8 

Integration CO -- 31.6 

Quantum efficiency (q) -- 224 

Polarization -- 1.4 

Spectral bandwidth (AX) 1.05 

Thermal background -- 3.6 

Product of factors 1.89 3.57 x 10^ 

Ratio of factors (KPNO/upconverter) = 1.89 x 10^ 

magnitude difference between the scaled KPNO and upconverter systems 

is 8.50 - 8.18 = 0.32, which corresponds to an intensity ratio of 1.34. 

If the scaling and the values adopted for the various physical quanti

ties are reasonably self-consistent and accurate, we conclude that the 

upconverter must have been aligned quite well with the telescope and 

mode matching must have been adequate. The upconverter would still be 

mode matched with an f/22 beam from the telescope and its performance 

would be better. The smaller f-number beam would result in less back

ground from the telescope and a smaller diameter pump beam could be 

used. 

Large improvements can be made in the areas of quantum effi

ciency and integration time. The KPNO quantum efficiency advantage 



given in Table 6.8 can be reduced to approximately 10 with very care

ful design of filters, choice of PM tube, and a smaller pump beam. 

The integration advantage can be eliminated by adopting a wobbling 

secondary detection scheme and by operating the Nd:YAG laser pump at 

a high duty cycle. Therefore, the only advantages that cannot be 

made comparable to the KPNO system for a practical upconverter are 

the residual quantum efficiency and polarization factors. They result 

in a net factor of approximately 14 in favor of standard ir detectors. 

This is why an upconverter should not be used for broadband ir 

photometry. 



CHAPTER 7 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The major advances in the state of the art of infrared upcon-

version resulting from this research are the achievement of approxi

mately 100% quantum conversion efficiency and overconversion as well 

as the first infrared detections of astronomical objects. To facili

tate physical confirmation of the theory of infrared upconversion, the 

theory is developed sufficiently in this dissertation to permit com

parison with the experimental results. The comparison resulted in 

good agreement with the theory. The Gaussian beam effect, which is 

due to the Gaussian spherical wave nature of the laser pump, is con

sidered. The effect has not previously been discussed in the litera

ture. Contrary to generally accepted notions, the walkoff effect is 

judged to be beneficial when high conversion efficiency is achieved, 

if Type I phase-matching is employed. 

The goals of this research required the experimental apparatus 

to incorporate various innovative features. The pulsed solid-state 

pump laser, designed and constructed specifically for this experiment, 

proved to have exceptional performance. It is xenon flash lamp pumped 

by a 2.8 -msec-duration pulse at repetition rates up to 30 PPS. As a 

ruby laser it can generate 4-J energy (1000-J input energy) at about 

0.5 PPS and as a Nd:YAG laser more than 1-J energy ner pulse (135-J 

input energy) at 30 PPS. Most significantly, the energy is 
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experimentally shown to be in low-order transverse modes. This repre

sents an efficiency for low-order transverse mode energy production 

that is about an order of magnitude better than the efficiency pre

viously reported for solid-state lasers. The Nd:YAG laser performance 

can be improved even further by using a clad laser rod and by adopting 

krypton flash lamp pumping. For the future, the Nd:YAG laser should 

be modified for cw operation. Another useful improvement would be to 

weld the optically contacted interface of the doped and undoped rods 

that constitute the Nd:YAG laser rod assembly. 

The design of the upconverter is unique for its use of LiI03 

as the nonlinear medium. The excellent optical quality of LiI03 made 

possible the use of a laser pump light resonant cavity that approxi

mates laser intracavity operation. Resonant enhancement of quantum 

conversion efficiency was significant. Future work should result in 

obtainment of true intracavity operation. Further development of 

dielectric filters is generally required, especially if practical 

intracavity operation is to be achieved. 

The Nd:YAG pumped upconverter was used for the astronomical 

test. It was operated with a system quantum efficiency of only about 

10"5. Despite this low efficiency, multiple statistically significant 

detections of the Moon, a Tau, a Ori, Venus, and a Her were accom

pli shed with less than 0.2-sec integrations. A system efficiency of 

10"2 is believed to be the best achievable by a practical upconverter 

when optimized for astronomical observation (see p. 93). 
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A noncritical frequency phase-match condition was discovered for the 

Nd:YAG laser pumped LHO3 upconverter. The resulting 1.8-ym broad 

spectral bandwidth (3.2 ym to 5.0 ym) suggests the desirability of con

structing an "upconverter spectrometer" as an alternative to Fourier 

transform or scanning ir spectrographic devices. 

The results of this work permit a number of conclusions to be 

drawn concerning future work. 

From a theoretical point of view, detailed analysis of the 

quantum statistics of the upconversion process would be helpful since 

our photon counting experience indicates that upconverted photons 

are not Poisson distributed. Also, a rigorous analysis of the Gaussian 

beam and walkoff effects on the expression for the upconverted photon 

flux vs propagation distance in the nonlinear medium should be per-

performed. 

Infrared image upconversion is the ultimate practical applica

tion of the upconversion process because ir upconversion permits the 

application of a visible image detector to the detection of ir images. 

One is tempted to say that no matter how poorly it is achieved by the 

upconversion process, it will be better than current ir techniques. 

However, the characterization of image detection is a complex subject, 

involving consideration of the sensitivity achieved in each resolution 

element and the total number present in the detected image for a given 

integration time. Intuitively, one can conclude that the total number 

of resolution elements that are upconverted will be the decisive 

factor for image upconversion. The walkoff effect destroys resolution 
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in one dimension; hence, LiI03 would not be a suitable crystal for an 

image upconverter unless an innovative technique is discovered to 

counter its effect. Also, since the total number of resolution elements 

is proportional to the field of view of the upconverter, one should use 

90° phase-matching. The nonlinear crystal will then have to be either 

lithium niobate, barium sodium niobate, or a yet undiscovered material. 

Optimum spatial resolution also requires the pump laser to operate 

efficiently with high power output in the TEMQO mode; hence, the solid-

state laser developed for this work will be very beneficial. 

Various conclusions can be drawn with regard to the possible 

development of an upconverter spectrometer. If a GaAs photocathode 

image tube is used with the upconverter spectrometer, the system 

sensitivity should prove superior because a visible image detector will 

be applied to advantage on an ir problem. Since the device will employ 

LiIC>3 as the nonlinear medium, the suggestions found in section 4.3.1 

for eliminating the 4.3-ym absorption in that material should be pur

sued. Laboratory and astronomical demonstration of the upconverter 

spectrometer can be carried out with little further cost by employing 

the upconverter used for this research. The demonstration therefore 

can be attempted promptly. 

Finally, there is the developing field of integrated optics. 

The realization of an integrated optics upconverter would reduce the 

high cost and complexity of the technique. 
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